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Counties
urged to
consolidate
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Legislators want counties to
consolidate, but a vote in the
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee showed the encouragement will only go so far.
The committee approved a
bill Tuesday that would offer
as much as $5 million to counties that would join with one
another. But it also deleted a
provision that would offer even
more money in the form of
community block grants.
Rep. Charles Geveden, 0Wickliffe, admitted there are
few counties lining up to abandon their own identities and
merge with others, though he
said there are some. "I would
be surprised if more than one
merger happened within the
next 10 years, to be honest
with you," Geveden said.
The fact is that the General Assembly could now merge
counties, but will not do so.
Geveden's bill would offer an
enticement.
If counties merged to form
a new entity with 50,000 people or less, the state would
provide $5 million; $4 million
to merged counties with populations of 50,001 to 100,000;
$3 million to those with 100,001
to 300,000; and $2 million to
populations of 300,001 and
above.
"We don't know if that will
entice any county to do that
or not. We hope that it would,"
Geveden said.

Patton seeks
support for
childhood bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton has a sales
pitch for his administration's
early-childhood bill.
He runs down a list of social
ills — crime, low educational
attainment, chronic health problems, to name a few — and
talks about the toll they take.
They may come to a head
in adulthood but often have
their seeds in childhood, Patton said.
"We've got a lot of problems across Kentucky that begin
very early in life," Patton told
the House Health and Welfare
Committee.
Hearings on the bill opened
Tuesday.
The committee chairman,
Rep. Tom Burch of Louisville,
is the lead sponsor. Burch said
he hoped to get the bill voted
out of his committee Thursday.
The bill's emphasis is on
health care and fostering good
health habits among women of
childbearing age as well as
young children.
Other features include vision
tests and hearing screenings
for newborns, health department
home visits and a rating system for child care centers.
Patton wants to pay for it
with $56 million over the next
two years from money tobacco companies are paying to
settle health-related lawsuits by
40 states.
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Tonight.. Occasional showers and thunderstorms. Low 50
to 55. South wind 10 to 15
mph. Chance of rain 80 percent.
Thursday...Mostly cloudy
with a 30 percent chance of
showers... Mainly in the morning. High 65 to 70.
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Patton's budget plan scrapped
Staff, wire reports
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Paul
Patton will apparently back up and punt
on his budget.
And the Senate Republican leader said
today the GOP will be happy to take credit for blocking a tax increase.
Patton has been telling legislators Tuesday and again today that he will back off
his initial budget proposal, which included
a 7-cent increase in the gasoline tax and
a package of tax cuts and increases to raise
$140 million a year for the General Fund.
Legislators declined to reveal details of

any new budget plan Patton would reveal.
There was a news conference expected later
Wednesday from Patton.
"We need to let the governor express
his views," House Speaker Jody Richards
said after the dinner gathering at the Governor's Mansion.
Senate President David Williams, RBurkesville, met with Patton early today
and said it was the GOP majority in the
Senate that. made it more difficult for Patton to get a tax increase through the General Assembly.
But Williams said it was too early for

Republicans to be blamed for what might
get left out of a budget without any new
money.
"I think it'll be a budget that addresses some of the unmet needs," Williams
said today.
According to Sen. Bob Jackson, D.-Murray, Patton may have simply waited too
long to unveil such sweeping changes.
"I think the bottom line was that (the
budget) was presented to the legislature so
late that the public and the legislature didn't have a chance to get behind it," Jackson said. "It's very difficult to sell the ben-

efits of such a complicated plan in such a
short period of time."
Jackson, a member of the Senate's appropriations and revenue committee, said
although the rising prices of gas helped to
nix the gas tax, the economy may not have
had that much to do with the Senate's opinion of it.
"I'm not sure (lower gas prices) would
have made much difference." he said. "No
one's ever for new tax.."

• See Page 2

Cracker Barrel
work to begin

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
LOOKING BACK...Local brother-and-sister authors Virginia Hancock and Charles Hall share research
into family histories Tuesday afternoon in the Pogue Library at Murray State University. The duo
have written two volumes on their genealogy.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The revitalization of the old Wal-Mart shopping center
is going to get a major boost next month.
Butch Seargent, Murray director of planning and engineering, said construction of the Cracker Barrel restaurant
in front of the shopping center is scheduled to begin March
19.
The restaurant will be part of a major overhaul of the
area, which will include locating several new stores in the
shopping center and constructing a new entrance that will
line up directly across from the Roy Stewart Stadium
entrance.
Julie Davis, corporate communications director for Cracker Barrel, said the Murray restaurant will be part of a
larger experiment the company is conducting.
"We are trying out this example to try and see how
much potential there is away from interstates." she said.
"It looks like Murray has potential."
Davis also said, though, that while the concept of the
Murray restaurant may be different, it will still be a traditional Cracker Barrel like the ones in Paducah and Cadiz.
"They told us it was going to be one of their bigger
stores," Seargent said.
While Davis warned that construction snags can always
hold up or sometimes cancel out projects. Seargent said
much of the pre-construction work, such as hooking up
utility lines, is already being done.
Travelers on North 12th Street may have already noticed
construction on the new entrance. Seargent said the plan

II See Page 2

Leaders sidetrack
crime safety bill
•

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
campus crime bill that resulted
from a fatal dormitory fire at Murray State University has been sidetracked to the House budget committee.
The bill was approved in a
weakened form by the House Education Committee last week. The
powerful Rules Committee, a gatekeeper that decides which bills go
to the House floor, routed it to
Appropriations and Revenue late
Tuesday.
Gail Minger, whose son, Michael
Minger, died in the 1998 fire, said
she feared the bill was reassigned
so that it could be killed quietly.
"It's a way to not take care of
something they do not want to
take care of," Mrs. Minger said
in an interview today.

The heart of the bill — a waiver of "sovereign immunity" for
institutions that failed to report
crimes on their campuses — was
stripped away by the Education
Committee. In the bill's present
form, the maximum penalty would
be a $500 fine.
The bill's sponsor, Rep. Jim
Wayne of Louisville, said House
leaders reassigned the bill on their
own. The budget committee chair
man, Rep. Harry Moberly of Richmond, did not request it and was
unaware of it until Wayne
approached him later, Wayne said.
Wayne was a bit more optimistic than was Mrs. Minger. He
believed Moberly would give the
bill a hearing, but there was no

MI See Page 2

Fiscal court unwilling
to back annexation bill
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court has declined to write a resolution to the General Assembly
supporting a proposed state House
bill that would automatically require
cities to put an annexation issue
on the ballot.
Magistrate Gerald Duncan's
motion to write the resolution died
for lack of a second after three
requests from County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins were met with
silence by magistrates Steve Lax,
Johnny Gingles and Marcia Brandon during Tuesday night's regular meeting.
Hal Nance, one of the leaders
of a successful lawsuit that led
voters to deny Murray's annexation attempt last November, urged
the court to pass the resolution,
saying HB 434 would guarantee
everyone's right to vote on issues
that affect their lives.
"Would one of you please second the motion?" Nance asked
folIt-

lowing Elkins' second request.
After the motion died, a woman
in the audience asked the magistrates why they didn't second the
motion.
Lax replied that he represented about 15.000 people each in
the county and in the city.
"I don't feel like this court
needs to take sides one against
the other," Lax said.
Brandon and Gingles did not
explain their decision not to second Duncan's motion, but when
asked for a comment after the
meeting, both agreed with Lax's
reason.
Gingles added: "It was my
understanding this bill will be
lucky to make it out of committee."
Brandon said being asked to
sign a resolution "kind of put us
in a tough position."
She also said homeowners fac-

• See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
AND THE WINNER IS...Murray High School's candidates for Basketball Homecoming
Queen are (from left) Ashley Dunn, Whitney Ray, Lindsay Lawson and Ashley Ellis.
The Homecoming game will be Friday night against Crittenden County.

Beryllium found near plant
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Beryllium, a suspected
carcinogen, is the latest contaminant to be found in
soil and water near the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Plant, the U.S. Energy Department has acknowledged.
Beryllium was detected in tests conducted for the
Energy Department since 1998, The Courier-Journal
reported on Wednesday. Those amounts were higher than natural levels in numerous samples of soil,
surface water and ground water beneath the plant.
In one sample, beryllium was found at 155 time
the natural level, according to records examined by
the newspaper. Beryllium is used to harden nuclear
weapons and in electrical circuitry.
Reports on the soil and water tests said that skin
contact with beryllium -tainted soil could lead to an
increased lifetime cancer risk.
The durable silvery metal — which is stronger
than steel and lighter than aluminum
has been
linked to chronic illnesses among 500 to 1,000 workers at other Energy Department installations and
among employees of private firms that processed it.
The beryllium at Paducah was found in soil from

•

around buildings where parts for nuclear bombs were
secretly milled and where scrapped weapons were
dismantled. It also was found in soil from around
nearby landfills.
"The issue is not that we have it (beryllium) in
the soil and water." said John Tillson, a geologist
who did environmental detective work at the plant
for five years. "The question is from what source
did these concentrations originate. At these levels,
it could not have come from anywhere else but
plant operations."
Tillson suspects that the answers lie in the plant's
low-profile role as a junkyard and recycling center
for nuclear weapons or in top-secret machining work
to fabricate bomb parts — called "nose cones" by
workers.
Tillson, who lost his job at the plant in 19%
when his employer's government contract expired,
said beryllium was among a group of suspected
contaminants he listed in a 1994 draft report about

II See Page 2
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ing a possible annexation attempt
already have a right to vote. "It's
Just a matter of the procedure they
have to go through to vote," she
said, adding that the recent annexation attempt was "not the rule
of thumb."
Nance and 36 homeowners south
and southwest of the city petitioned to get the issue on the ballot even though the city pointed
out that some residents in the annexation area signed wai s agreeing not to fight annexat
return for getting city utilities.
The homeowners later sued at r
city officials started questioni g
the validity of signatures and tried
to remove them from the petition.
Voters shot down the annexation
issue 484-159.
HB 434 would not require homeowners to petition to get the issue
On the ballot and would require a
imple majority to determine
4.(hether annexation could take
place, Nance said Tuesday. He said
the recent legal battle cost the homeowners $51,000.
"I do not want to prevent the
city the right to grow," Nance
said, but added that he wants to
preserve the right to vote. HB 434
"balances everyone's rights.

$799,000 budget.
BellSouth, according to proposal
Part of the increase came from
figures presented to the court.
the fiscal court's $20,000 contri• Approved Elkins' board and perbution last summer to fight juve- sonnel appointments. Elkins
reapnile and drug crimes.
pointed C.Z. Enix and Ralph Darnell
That contribution t..came last to three-year terms on the Code of
clerk's and sheriff's offices for
April,
a month after Sheriff Stan Ethics Commission. He also appointcalendar year 2000.
announce
Scott
d his office faced ed magistrates Lax and Duncan, the
County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr.
$56,774
shortfall
a
because of Rev. William Hombuckle and attorsubmitted a $6.112 million budgney Warren Hopkins, a recommendaet, up from the $5.593 million increasing costs of prisoner trans- tion by the Murray-Calloway County
portation, especially juveniles; per- Chamber of Commerce, to one-year
budgeted from last year.
"I have been as conservative sonnel turnover; and replacing cars. terms on the Murray-Calloway CounIn other business, the court:
ty Senior Citizens Board.
as I know how to be," Coursey
In personnel matters, Elkins appoint• Approved a one-year contract
said, adding that it is hard to prewith BroadWing Communications, ed Tracey Pullman as a full-time
dict what will happen.
A case in point is a proposal formerly Cincinnati Bell Long Dis- deputy jailer and Richard Jaszenko as
a part-time employee at the Murrayto drop state property tax on vehi- tance, of Columbus, Ohio, to pro- Calloway County
Animal Shelter.
cles — a move that Coursey said vide long-distance telephone serv• Gave final approval for an amendice. BroadWing's rate of about 7 ment changing the 1999-2000 budget
is heavily supported.
cents per minute will save the to account for $50,721 in unbudgetThe local clerk's office colcounty approximately $3,000 com- ed receipts that was part of a juvelected approximately $18,000 comnile crime-prevention grant.
mission last year, Coursey said. pared to using the current provider.
He noted that several bills have
been introduced to help replace
that lost revenue.
Later in the meeting, Coursey
announced a $220,595 surplus from
Other newer projects, though,
the 1999 calendar year instead of
Even without the added money such as the widening of the Highthe predicted $188,940. He esti- from the gas tax, Jackson remains way 121 Bypass to
a five-line
mated a similar surplus for this confident that road projects that stretch, may not be so
fortunate,
year. but said he conservatively bud- have been in development for some Jackson said.
geted only $158,045.
"It's very likely that those would
time, such as the Highway 68/80
The sheriff's department budg- project that has been under devel- be put on hold,"
he said.
et for this calendar year is $895,450, opment since 1991, will receive
Jackson also said now that the
up $96,450 from last year's funding.
legislature has to find revenue from
"I think it makes sense," Duncan said in making his motion to
approve the proposed resolution.
In other matters, the court
approved budgets for the county
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From Page 1
the history of the C-400 decontamination building, where some of
the precious-metal recovery took
place.
However, for reasons never
explained to Tillson, beryllium did
not appear in a final report in
1995 prepared for former plant
operator Lockheed Martin.
The Energy Department said
Tuesday that it can't explain how
or when the beryllium got to the
Paducah plant; nor does it know
whether workers there were exposed
to toxic beryllium dust.
"We are still looking for records
to show how it was used in operations" at Paducah, said Walter
Perry, an Energy Department
spokesman in Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Tillson said it's likely berylli-

other sources, the elimination of
property taxes on cars and boats
may not happen since the tax
brings in close to $85 million per
year.
"It's going to be difficult to
eliminate further taxes when you're
trying to balance the budget," he
said.
Jackson was also quick to point
out, though, that a reworked budget does not necessarily mean that
projects will be eliminated.
"Our job is to try and keep
every one of those in the budget," he said. "That's the challenge
that lies before us."
Rep. Buddy Buckingham, D.Murray, agreed with Jackson's
observation that Patton may have
waited too late to sell his ideas
to the public.
"He really didn't begin trying
to sell this to the people out in
the state until last week," Buckingham said. "I think the lack of
information hurt the governor."
While Buckingham conceded
that the gas tax probably hurt the
budget's chances of approval more
than anything else, he said that
lower gas prices might have made
the other aspects of it more palatable.
"I think it definitely would have
benefited if gas prices were what
they were three or four months ago,"
Buckingham said.
Buckingham has been one of
the chief proponents of removing
the state's boat tax. He still believes
automobile taxes will be removed,
but said the elimination of the
boat tax "will probably have a
hard time" making it out of committee discussions.Some parts of
Patton's tax package are less politically repugnant than others, including a provision that would place
a 6 percent tax on long distance
telephone calls and cable and satellite television service. It would actually replace what is already a 3
percent tax or more in most local
districts, so the effect on taxpayer pockets would be less. And
most telephone companies and cable
operators are in favor of the proposal because it would simplify

1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071 -1040
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um dust of fumes were in the air
inside the buildings where it was
used. The limited number of health
and safety records for the plant
that have been opened to the public show no tests for beryllium
were conducted there.
Beryllium is surfacing as an issue
at Paducah while workers are still
reeling from the government's disclosures last year that it did not
tell them they may have been
exposed to highly radioactive plutonium and neptunium in the workplace.
Just last week, the Energy
Department said that low levels
of radioactive tritium, a component of nuclear-bomb triggers, had
been detected in 1991 in five
drainage ditches leaving the plant.
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bookkeeping for them.
Richards said it is still possible to pass a budget that stays
the course on the public schools
and higher education.
"Obviously, if we don't pass
the road tax, we won't be able to
do anything additional in roads,"
Richards said after meeting with
Patton.
Patton crossed the state last
week trying to sell the deal to
voters, but legislators weren't buying.
"I think he's sensed that there's
not a great deal of support for
the entire package," Richards said
prior to the meeting.
Majority Floor Leader Greg
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, said Patton's biggest problem is in the
Senate, not the House. Stumbo
said the votes could be gathered
to pass Patton's plan in the House,
though probably not the gas tax.
—The governor's political problem is the House members won't
commit until the Senate commits,"
Stumbo said. "If there's no commitment from the Senate, it's sort
of a moot issue."
And the Senate, where Republicans hold the majority, has been
mute, waiting for others to take
the lead.
"I think he's reading the tea
leaves pretty well," Williams said
today. —There's not the broad-based
public support necessary for a tax
increase."
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III Campus
From Page 1
chance of reviving the sovereign
immunity issue, Wayne said.
The Kentucky Constitution
grants immunity from negligence
suits to state and county governments and their institutions. The
reasoning was that taxpayers would
be suing themselves.
Mrs. Minger and husband John
are trying to sue Murray State.
An order dismissing their suit is
being appealed.
Michael Minger was killed and
two other students injured when
a fire broke out in Hester Hall
on the Murray State campus. A
former student is awaiting trial on
murder and arson charges.
The Mingers claim a report of
an arson fire five days earlier was
hushed up by the university. Had
they known of it, their son would
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immediately have moved out of
the dorm, the Mingers said.
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is to block off the other two
entrances to the parking lot and
make it the main entrance.
The city has also made a request
to the state highway department
to place a stop light at the new
intersection, although Seargent said
he had not heard anything about
whether or not that request had
been approved.
Meanwhile, construction of the
shopping center, which will be
renamed Shoppes of Murray, is
also continuing.
Seargent said a demolish permit has been issued to contractors. which would explain the large
pile of rubble that many may have
noticed lying outside the old WalMart building.
The reason for the apparent gutting of Wal-Mart. according to
Seargent. is because the building
will be split up to house more
than one business. He said Office
Depot is expected to fill the old
Kroger's spot in the shopping center.
Other stores that will be coming to Shoppes of Murray include
Dawahare's. Fashion Bug, Hallmark, On Cue sod Hibbet Sports.
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Ethics law faces changes

DEATHS

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) ---The
House State Government Committee has approved a bill that would
make changes in the executive
branch code of ethics law.

Robert F. Larimer
Robert F. Larimer, 72, formerly of Marshall County, died Tuesday,
Feb. 22, 2000, at 7:25 a.m. at Southgate Healthcare, Metropolis, Ill.
He was retired from the Kentucky Highway Department. A member of
Poplar Spring Baptist Church, Murray, he was a veteran of World War II
and a member of American Legion Post 1084 of Benton.
Born Oct. 21, 1927, in Marshall County, he was the son of the late Sidney Larimer and Sudie Rebecca Lassiter Larimer. Also preceding him in
death were two sisters and one brother.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Cindy Anderson, Brookport, Ill.,
and Mrs. Ann Riley, Kirksey; one sister, Mrs. Myrtle Ray, Benton; three
grandchildren, Jackie Anderson, Brookport, Ill., Jill Barton, Sedalia, and
Ragen Riley, Kirksey; three great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Thursday at 1 p.m. at Benton Cemetery. The
Rev. Mark Thweatt will officiate.
Visitation will ty at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, after 11 a.m. Thursday.

Terry Caldwell

Services for Terry L. Caldwell will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Willma Caldwell and the Rev.
Norris Mills will officiate. Bob Cornelison and Tony Boyd will also give
eulogies. Music will be by Odelsia Torian, soloist, and Carruth Katrell, pianist.
Pallbearers will be his brothers. Burial will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Brian Caldwell Scholastic
Scholarship Fund, c/o Ryan Foods, Inc., Attn.: Carolyn Greenfield, P.O.
Box 1175, Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Caldwell, 40, Murray, died Sunday, Feb. 20, 2000, at Samaritan
Hospital, Lexington. His mother, Verlar Reed Caldwell, preceded him in
death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Althia Caldwell; one son, Brian Caldwell, Murray; his father, Condra Caldwell, Charleston, Mo.; four sisters,
Mellisa and Tammy Caldwell, Memphis, Tenn., Deborah Caldwell,
Charleston, and Shana Caldwell, Murray; six brothers, Ronald Caldwell,
Blytheville, Ark., Tim Caldwell, Upper Marlboro, Md., James Caldwell,
New Orleans, La., Donald Caldwell, Sikeston, Mo., Bill Caldwell, San
Antonio, Texas, and Jerry Caldwell, Charleston.

Murray High School placed second and Calloway County finished
third in the Kentucky Academic
Governor's Cup competition on
Feb. 12.
The winner was Marshall
County High School.
The annual event is for any high
school students to compete in composition, mathematics, science, social studies, language arts and general knowledge.
Students may also participate as
teams in Future Problem Solving.
and Qua Recall.
Top finishers in individual categories were the following:
Written Assessments - Mathematics - Evan Moore, Marshall,
first; Carl Gustafson, Murray, second; Matt Clemson, Murray, third.
Written Assessments - Science Ryan Rogers, Calloway, first; Carl
Gustafson, Murray, second; Adam

GETTING THE SCOOP...Jay Morgan of Murray is seen discussing legislative bills with State Sen. Bob Jackson, also of
Murray, between a recent Appropriations and Revenue committee hearing in Frankfort.
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Ford Motor
44 -I/A
General Electric
129% -%
General Motors
72% - 1%.
Goodrich
233A
Goodyear
24'16+11i
HopFed Bank* ....12'1 B 1314A
IBM
109% - 11/16
Ingersoll Rand
39%,- 194.
Intel
106'A -"16
Kroger
1511.-%.
L.G & F
15'0's unc
Lucent Tech
-52646+1
/
46
Mattel
1
4
10/
McDonalds
32/
1
4+1
/
4
Merck
639- 1%
Microsoft
93% -1
/
4
J.C. Penney
161
/
4-1
/
4
Pfizer. Inc.
13%
Quaker Oats
561
/
4
Schering-Plough
361
/
4 -1
/
4
Sears
28's+
Texaco
47 -6
.
Time Warner
78".+ 5!1
Union Planters
28%-'6
UST
2l'6+'/
Wal-Mart
471
/
2-1
/
4

Story, Marshall County, third.
Written Assessments - Social
Studies - Evan Moore, Marshall,
first; Aaron Cowan, Calloway, second; Rhea Flanery, Murray, third.
Written Assessments - Language
Arts - Rebecca Brown, Marshall,
first; Carl Najdek, Murray, second;
Mandy Brown, Murray, third.
Written Assessments - General
Knowledge - Austin Webb, Calloway, first; Heather Lanham, Murray, second; Chris Yohe, Marshall,
third.
Composition - Jessica Johns,
Marshall, first; Ashley Lowe, Calloway, second; Rebekah Travis,
Murray, third.
Future Problem Solving - Murray, first; Calloway, second.
Quick Recall Team - Marshall,
first; Calloway, second; Murray,
third.

topics as basic antique appraisal,
terminology used in the antique
business and what to expect at auctions.
The price for the seminar is $15.
Registration is required because
space is limited.
For more information, or to register, contact the Center for Continuing Education at (270) 7623662 or 1-800-669-7654.

Tuesday's bill would pi.ohibit a
state official from accepting gifts
with a total value exceeding $25 in
a calendar year from any person or
business regulated by the official's
agency. The Executive Branch Ethics Commission could grant exceptions in cases when the gifts don't
create an appearance of impropriety.
The proposal also would increase the civil penalty that the
commission may impose to $5,000
from $2,000.
Another feature of the bill would

OVER
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Now you can enjoy life

Calligraphy class offered
The Center for Continuing Education at Murray State University is
offering the community education
class "Calligraphy." The class will
meet for four Tuesdays. March 230 (no class March 16), from 7-9
p.m. in Room 308 Wilson Hall.
Instructor Marilyn Alberts will
teach the popular "Italic" hand.
Take-home practices will have you
lettering envelopes and wedding invitations, personalizing monograms
and lettering quotations or poetry
suitable for framing in no time.
The price of the class is $55,
which includes pens, nibs and pa-

require financial disclosure for only
the portion of the year in which an
employee actually worked.
Also, any state agency that has
its own ethics code would be exempted from the executive branch
ethics code.
A related bill would reduce the
number of times lobbyists must file
an updated registration statement
with the ethics commission. Now,
they must file twice; the bill would
reduce it to an annual filing.
Both bills are sponsored by Rep.
Jim Wayne, D-Louisville. They
now head to the House Rules Committee, which decides which bills
are sent to the full House.
(The first bill is House Bill 510;
the bill dealing with filings by lobbyists is HB511).

OCIOLIKINC*
SCROJCM
StliaW

Antique, auction seminar set
The Center for Continuing Education at Murray State University is
offering an "Antique and Auction
Seminar" Feb. 28.
The seminar will meet from 6-9
p.m. in Room 106 of Faculty Hall.
Open to the public, the seminar
will be led by antique and auction
specialists Bill Price and Dan Farris.
The instructors will cover such
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There's a different kind of Internet in town. Yes this town. Your town. Our town. An honest-to -modem
national Internet company right here in your hometown. When you call 1100-651-1599 to sign up
for one month of Internet access, you'll get two months free. Now that's a hometown kind of thing.
..101•1 Ito an

Mon.., MI,

1000 Whitnell • Murray, Ky.
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,
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China's threat awakens lobby
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The GOP food fight
Last Tuesday's Republican presidential debate in South Carolina
was held in a banquet hall. It was
the proper location for a food
fight.
Normally, people rent such
places for wedding receptions, bar
mitzvahs and fund-raising events.
Maybe George Bush, John McCain
and Alan Keyes should have been
given cream pies to throw in cad)
other's faces. Those other Three
Stooges made a career out of it.
It was a waste of time and a
turn-off for Bush and McCain to
argue over their campaign ads and
who had broken his promise first
not to "go negative." Fortunately,
Keyes stepped in like a stern parent tired of the children's squabbling.
"Can I make a substantive
remark?" he asked. That seemed
to shock them back to the realization that they are running for
president of the United States, not
chief pettiness officer.
On social issues, if presidential
candidates are going to criticize universities for their policies, there
is far more serious damage being
done at many schools than whatever perceived harm may be caused
by the interracial-dating ban at
Bob Jones University.
Coed dorms and unisex bathrooms, leftist curricula and the
feminist-promoted "Vagina-Days"which U.S. News and World Report
columnist John Leo discovered are
being celebrated at 154 U.S. campuses during the Valentine season
- are having a far greater impact
on the intellectual, moral and social
development of young people than

a policy against interracial dating
at an independent, taxpaying school
where presumably only those who
accept such beliefs wish to attend.
When financial issues were discussed, it was Bush who landed
the most substantial blow. On taxes,
Bush noted that it isn't the government's money. It's the people's
money. McCain sounded like Clinton-Gore-Gephardt when he said,
"Working families need tax cuts."
He betrays the fundamental arrogance of central planners. They
think government should decide
who "needs" to keep more of our
money, not the people who earn
it. Government will also decide
what is a legitimate need and what
is pure greed.
To use the phrase "working
families" sounds as if there are some
families that don't work and that
their day consists of clipping bond
coupons.
Bush is right about the ownership of money. It is a theme he
needs to continue to hammer home.
Who are politicians to judge the
"needy" when it comes to tax
cuts? One size doesn't fit all. The
American people should be telling
government how much of our
money we think it needs to do
the job the people want done and
how much of our money we intend

WASHINGTON(AP)— China's
threatened use of force against
Taiwan is having the effect of
poking a stick into a lightly slumbering beast, Capitol Hill's substantial pro-Taiwan lobby.
That could spell trouble this
spring for the Clinton administration's hopes of winning congressional action on legislation to
expand trade ties with Beijing.
More immediately, it could build
previously lacking Senate support
for a House-passed measure to
increase U.S. military ties with
Taiwan.
"Red China has escalated its
threat of armed aggression against
democratic Taiwan," declared Sen.
Jesse Helms, R-N.C.
The chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee is one
of the few members of Congress
who still refers to the People's
Republic of China by the "Red
China" Cold-War-era designation.
Helms had planned a hearing
for today on the subject of defense
aid to Taiwan, but at the last
minute the administration declined
to send a witness.
Although China opposes the Taiwan military aid bill and wants Congress to approve the China trade
bill, its new threats on Taiwan
could both undermine the marketopening accord and nurture support for the military legislation.
"I don't think China was thinking very clearly," said Sen. Joseph
Biden of Delaware, senior Democrat on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
From the administration's point
of view, China's new apparent belligerence couldn't have come at a
worse time.
The administration is asking
Congress to act quickly on granting China permanent trade benefits as a follai-upto the tradehree2
ment it negotiated with Beijing
last fall.
That pact calls on both China
and the United States to remove

barriers to each other's trade.
Congressional approval — ending annual votes on of China's
trade status — would ease the
way for China's long-sought entry
into the World Trade Organization.
Support for the package was
fragile to begin with.
Organized labor has made its
defeat its No. 1 legislative goal
this year.
Labor's position puts great pressure on Democrats in a year in
which they've been hoping to recapture the House and retain control
of the White House, and even
Vice President Al Gore has seemed
ambivalent on the measure.
China on Monday warned that
it could use force if Taiwan delays
indefinitely reunification talks with
Beijing.
Until then, support for the bill
to increase U.S. military ties with
Taiwan appeared to be subsiding,
despite its approval earlier this
month in the House by a 341-70
margin.
The Senate, generally more cautious on foreign affairs than the
House, had been expected to sit
on the legislation, allowing it to
die what the administration hoped
would be an unnoticed death.
Now, however, passions have
become inflamed anew.
"I was deeply distressed," Sen.
Tim Hutchinson, R-Ark., said in
a Senate speech urging passage of
the military cooperation bill. "It's
almasi as it they (China's leaders) have a visceral antipathy to
freedom."
Even ardent supporters of the
China trade bill had suggested that

to let government have.
Government should not be telling
us how much of our _money it
intends to let us keep. That's why
Bush should begin immediately
highlighting the Republican equivalent of what Democrats did during the Reagan years. Remember
those $600 toilet seats and costly
hammers the Pentagon was buying at the time?
Republicans need to start focusing on such waste and find a similarly provocative metaphor.
They should ask taxpayers
whether they want to continue to
These are not the best of times
pour their hard-earned dollars down
for
Gov. Paul Patton.
the rat hole of fraud and abuse,
Last
week, he was reduced to
;ANALYSIS
putting Democrats on the defentraveling from city to town across
sive.
Are we for the Socialist redis- Kentucky trying to drum up suptribution economic policies of the port for higher taxes to balance
Clinton-Gore-Gephardt era, or are the budget he sent the General
TODD DUVALL
Assembly last month.
we for individual initiative and
Syndicated Columnist
It's not going to work.
responsibility, with properly defined
House Democrats, who control
compassion for the truly needy,
the era that Bush says he wants the fate of Patton's budget since ing about is how much more that
it must originate in the lower tax increase will cost them as they
to usher in?
With the media and other elites chamber, gave him until this week change the prices at the pump
on the side of the redistribution- to convince them there is substantial upward seemingly on a daily basis.
And there hasn't been any overists, Bush must repeat his mes- public support for the governor's
whelming public outcry in favor
sage thousands of times until Elec- tax plan.
And Speaker Jody Richards of Patton's proposals about the
tion Day to be heard.
repeated
the pledge that the House income and sales taxes. Even though
Food fighting just takes away
time and energy from this para- (Democrats) would not pass a tax Patton insists far more Kentuckincrease that wasn't also going to ians will pay less income tax than
mount task.
more under his plan, and thoupass the Senate (Republicans).
It would take far more than the sands of low-income Kentuckians
Ten Commandments posted on who shouldn't be paying income
every classroom wall in the com- taxes at all will receive relief,
monwealth to generate sufficient public sentiment just hasn't been
silent about the Soviet world. le truth, the muzmobilized on the governor's behalf.
divine intervention for Patton to
zled volunteers, those who agree blindly, have mulExtending the 6 percent sales
meet both those requirements.
tiplied.
tax to many major property repair
In part at least, Patton is the
It's important to remember this unbelievable hisservices only reminds people
victim of bad timing. When he floattory forged from silence and cowardice because
already worried about higher gasoed the idea last year of raising
our poor world is still not immune.
line prices that a $500 car repair
Kentucky's low gasoline tax to
Today, still, we carefully weigh our words about
bill would climb to $530 if the
pay for hundreds of millions of
China, Cuba and Vietnam. etc. As in the past,
Patton plan passes.
dollars worth of highway projects
today the revolution is still holy.
Patton himself has seemed to
across the state, gasoline was sellbe strangely out of kilter with all
ing in some places for less than this. Even
Feb. 16 - II Messaggero, Rome, on pope's
though major parts of
a dollar a gallon.
role in Middle Eastern affairs:
his plan were reported prior to its
When Patton unveiled his pro- release, he didn't
Yasser Arafat's visit to Pope John Paul II has
lay much groundposed 7-cent-a-gallon increase. work with the
a political meaning which lies in the Vatican's
legislative leaders
gasoline was selling at about $1.25 - Democrats and Republi
acceptance of the Palestinian Authority, with the
cans - who
a gallon. Since then, the price has are crucial to getting
signing of the "Basic Agreement."
it through
only gone higher, approaching $1.50 the House and Senate.
By giving concrete support to the Palestinian
a gallon last week amid prediccause, the Vatican has pledged not to recognize
The governor who successfully
tions of still further price increas- overcame major labor (and
possible Israeli unilateral decisions regarding East
House
es before summer.
•Jerusalem's status.
Majority Leader Greg Stumbo's)
All the pie charts and long lists opposition to his 1996 worker'
It is difficult to know how useful this pledge
of needed highway projects didn't compensation reform and then
will be. But to obtain the Church of Rome's moral
generate much enthusiasm among stared down the entire higher eduapproval of his own political aspirations makes of
people Patton spoke before in his cation establishment (and the UniArafat an almost victorious leader. .
tour last week. All they are think- versity of Kentucky Alumni AssoThe change in his political strategy. from terrorism to diplomacy, is bearing outstanding fruits.
The signing of the "Basic Agreement" is the
last chapter of a far-reaching policy followed by
the Vatican.
There are no longer doubts on the pope's status as a major actor on the world's political scene,
WALTER L. APPERSON
AMY WILSON
from his contribution to the demise of the Soviet
Publisher
Managing Editor
empire to his wish to promote the Middle East
ALICE
ROUS
E
peace process.
General Manager
Pope John Paul II deserves by now everybody's
Where
there
Is
no vision, the people perish.'
respect, his unrelenting faith being an inspiration
to the whole world.
PUBLISHED

A troubled budget plan

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Feb. 16 - Die Welt, Berlin, on possible expansion of EU:
EU Expansion Commissioner, Guenter Verheugen,
is delusional about his goal. The promise he made
when he took office to broaden expansion is now
official. ...
The resolution is laudable, but hides reality:
Within the next eight years the Union will grow
from 15 to 27 members and it will be the home
of 500 million more people.
None of this should become a reality. There are
no provisions for expansion and the EU themselves are just now beginning to prepare for unification. ...
In Brussels, a utopian outlook rules the hours
preceding expansion negotiations.
Feb. 16 - Le Figaro, Paris, on human rights
and Russia:
Russians are capable of doing very villainous
things.
The League of Human Rights gives us this surprising information.
In Grozny. for example, the sons of Peter the
Great and Stalin are carrying out assassinations
and torture. The League is certain of this. We
know that they are usually well informed.
Usually? Not always. Those unfortunate souls
who have the courage to delve into the volumes
of literature protesting the opposite risk being surprised. ...
The League of Human Rights has intervened in
the four corners of the world, but never, it seems,
in the Soviet Union.
It believes that over there all was for the better. Palm trees grew on the ice fields. ...
So the League, from 1920 until today, has been

provocative acts or words by Chini
could play into the hands of those
who want to see a vote put off
until after the November elections,
At the White House, presidential spokesman Joe Lockhart
recalled that the United States sent
two aircraft carriers and other warships to the region to calm a crisis four years ago.
"We reject any use of force or
any threat of force in this situation," Lockhart said. He said he
hoped Congress would not negal
tively link China's new threats
with the trade legislation.
Meanwhile, Stanley 0. Roth,
assistant secretary of state for East
Asian and Pacific affairs, ran into
bipartisan criticism Tuesday during an appearance before a Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee.
Senators suggested the administration was not repudiating the
Chinese with enough force.
"We need to articulate more
clearly where we are," said Sen.
Craig Thomas, R-Wyo., chairman
of the East Asian and Pacific subcommittee. Sen. John Kerry, DMass., said China's statement "is
unacceptable" and that the administration had the responsibility to
make sure that China "not misinterpret where we are — in one
way or the other."
China's tough words accomplished something that clearly was
not intended by Beijing.
It gave U.S. labor leaders unexpected new ammunition to use in
their campaign to torpedo the China
trade deal.
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ciation led by UK President Charles
Wethington) the next year to reform
how postsecondary education operates in Kentucky hasn't shown the
level of determination Patton needs
to get his budget through the legislature largely intact.
Thus, there is a very real prospect
that few of the progressive pro;
grams and initiatives Patton outlined in his budget speech to the
General Assembly will see the,
light, at least not this year.
Lacking public support for the
governor's tax proposals, the House
will begin putting its own budget together, a budget that under,
the best circumstances will be
simple continuation of the pro4
grams and their funding in thei
current budget.
Whatever new revenue comes.
into the General Fund - and that
keeps shrinking as tax receipts fail!
to keep up with earlier projections!
- will be used for programs already),
committed to by previous legisla-1
tures.
And then the Senate Republicans get their chance at budget;
making for the first time since
they took control of the chamber4
a process that will be fascinating
when it comes time to reconcild
the Democratic budget with the;
Republican one.
Hardly the way Patton expect:
ed to begin a historic, triumphant'
re-election to a second term in
office.

Letter policy... i
Letters must be brief.
Send letters to P.O. Box 1
1040. Murray, Ky. 42071.
They may also be faxed
to (502) 753-1927 or emailed to mit Omurrayledger.com
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Murray State (20-7) hits the road for the final time in the regular season this week,
beginning with a Thursday night contest at Middle Tamessee. The Racers, wbo lead the
OVC with a 13-3 record, will try to avenge an earlier loss to the Blue Raiders at home. On
Jan. 27, MTSU came into Murray and douned the Racers 81-79 in a game in which the
Racers werejust 15 o(28(.536)from the FT line, the Racers' worst day at the line ofthe
season.
• A win in either of the next two games would give the Racers at least a share of their
12th OVC title in the last 13 years and their seventh in a row.
•LAST TIME OUT. Murray State picked up win No.20 last Saturday with an 80-65
win over Mcaehead State in the final regular-won home ganie. Aubrey Reese hit his first
four three-pointers in the first half to score 20 points and finished with 23. Ray
Cunningham scored double figures for the fifth straight game,scoring 15.
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•This is the 133rd meeting between the Racers and Blue Raiders...MSU leads the alltimeseries 110-32...MTSU has a cam-game winning streak over the Racers,including an
81-79 win over the Racers on Jan. 27 in Murray. In games played in Murfreesboro, the
Racers lead 43-18...MSU has wonjust once in the last three seasons in Murfreesboro...MSU
won 81-62 in Murfreesboro last season, but lost at MTSU the two previous seasons.
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•Murray State picked up win No.20 last Saturday, giving the program four-straight 20win seasons for the first time in school history. The Racers have averaged 25.3 wins per
season over the three seasons prior to this year. Including this season, the Racers have
averaged 24 wins over the last four years.
•Murray State is now 13-3 in conference play and owns a one-game lead over SEMO
(12-4). Over the past three seasons, the Racers have a 45-7 record in OVC play.
•After going 6-3 in January,the Racers have gone 6-1 in February, including winning six
in a row.
•The Racers are a league-best 6-1 on the reed in OVC play this season.
• It would be the first time in school history the Racers have won 20 games in four
straight seasons.
•It would be the 20th 20-win season in school history.

753-6656 • Chestnut St.
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A Celebration of

WARMING IT UP
out Troop 77 of Murray takes time out from the
Klondike D
y to prepare a "hot" lunch.

LIGHT HONORS...Webelos II Scouts (left to right) Jordan Williams, Jerrod Henson. Travis Taylor and Brennan Parker receive the Arrow of Light.

READY, SET, HA
Cub Scout Olym

Scouting traced back ti
--Fred C. Eggers of Victor, Iowa was a young boy at the
beginning of the century when there was no television, no
radio, or computer games.
Organized sports such as Little League baseball, soccer,
and football had not yet been founded. There were not a
lot of activities for young boys other than work.
Families often sent their teenage children out to labor in
farms, factories and mines. Fred and two other boys wrote
to New York City to find out more about something called
the Boy Scout manual.
British war hero Lord Robert S.S. Baden-Powell founded Scouting in England in 1907. He had some ideas about
rescuing boys out of the factories and farms as laborers
and into an organization that would provide a positive train-
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PROUD TO BE A CUB...Jason Gonzales,
Tiger Cub, Pack 57.

Retail Appliance Dealer

-v

ing foundation to teach them good citizenship.
He enlisted 20 boys and took them on a camping trip
to Brownsea Island. One year later Baden-Powell published
the first Boy Scout Handbook, "Scouting for Boys."
In 1909, William D. Boyce, an American publisher 'isiting London, England was helplessly lost in a heavy fog
that covered the city.
A boy dressed in uniform approached him and asked if
he might be of help. Boyce told the boy where he wanted to go and the lad took him to his destination. The boy
refused Boyce's tip: "Scouts do not accept tips for doing
good deeds. Haven't you hear& about the Baden-Powell
Scouts?" Boyce inquired about the movement and later that week

Opal Hart - Owner
Bel-Air Center • Murray, KY
753-9310

-......,„...",..11.••-•~".
• Landscaping • Lawn Sen 1( c
• Mowing • Sprinklers
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STOP

626 S. 4th Street • Murray, KY

FREE COFFEE WITH PURCHASE OF GAS
Chuck Jones & Tina Cunningham, Owners
(270) 753-7773

A

Proud To Support
Our Young Achievers.

FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE...Linda Bassette,
of Pack 982 chartered by the Murray Housing Authority, received the Distinguished Leader
Charter Representative Award at the Annual
Chickasaw District Banquet.

MAKING A NEW FRIEND...Members of Pack 37 pose for
a picture with Murray State University mascot Dunker
during Boy Scout Day at Roy Stewart Stadium.

FUTURE RECRUITS?...Pack 60 poses In 1
Murray Fire Department

McKeel
Equipment
503 Walnut St.

270-753-3062

Calloway County
Disposal
753-2002
Owners:
Bill & Lisa Holland

CopyPlus
1301 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY
(270) 753-7117
Proud Supporter of Boy Scouts
Thanks, Boy Scouts, for teaching our youth
values to live by and ideals to strive for.

Murray Family YMCA
builds strong kids,
strong families,
strong communities

v
•

WE WISH YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS...Southwest Elementary Pack 73 shows their Cub
Scout and Holiday Spirit marching In the Rotary Club Christmas Parade.

Our Youth Are Our Future
Be a Scout Today.

Futrell Tile
1 1' Phillip..

We support
the
Boy Scouts
Hwy

• 492.-813S

ti. Murray

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING.. Troop 422 practices the art of
Derby.

We care about•
our youth.
They are our
future!

APPLE TREE SCHOOL
Stadium View Drive

753-9356

I

Tomorro
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of Scouting
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READY, SET, HAVE FUN...Southwest Elementary Pack 73 shares a laugh at the annual
Cub Scout Olympics in Mayfield.

CAVING IN...(Left to right) Darnell Foster, Scott Holbrook, Aaron Berquest, Josh Kennedy, Daniel
Ball and Paul Haws of Troop 112 go caving near Chattanooga, Tenn.

back to England

good citizenship.
ook them on a camping trip
later Baden-Powell published
"Scouting for Boys.!, an American publisher visMplessly lost in a heavy fog

approached him and asked if
told the boy where he wantn to his destination. The boy
do not accept tips for doing
ard about the Baden-Powell

lovement and later that week

the boy took him to Baden-PoWell's office.
When Boyce returned to America he incorporated the
Boy Scouts of America under the laws of the District of
Columbia on February 8, 1910 and on June 21, 34 men
started organizing plans with President Taft as Honorary
President.
On Jan. 2, 1911 the first National Council Offices were
opened in New York, and by 1912 , Scouts from every
state were enrolled. Today, the Boy Scouts of America
enroll over 100 Million members. The Shawnee Trails Council and the Chickasaw District join the BSA in celebrating
90 years of Scouting this month.
The Shawnee Trails Council of the Boy Scouts of America is a United Way agency.
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Tomorrow's Leaders Are
The Scouts of Today

Thornton Tile
8 Marble
612 South 9th • 753-5719

MURRAY APPLIANCE
"Your GE, Jenn Air & Hotpoint Dealer"
212 E. Main Street • 753-1586
Hours: Mon.Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. ,
a Sat. 8 a.m.-3 p.m.

Sh0V11-.1S0

753-1586

bow

We support our local
Boy Scouts!

ADOPTING A HIGHWAY...Cub Scout Pack 60 recently chipped
in to prevent pollution by assisting with road cleanup.

LEDGER
R" & TIMES
1001 Whitnell Ave. • 753-1916

CRUITS?...Pack 60 poses In front of a fire truck during a field trip to the
)epartment

GOULD
OIL CO.
(conoco)
4LiericatNk

Hwy. 641 South • 492-8885

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
FORD

I 1,,JCOLN

701 Main Street • 753-5273

op 422 practices the art of fire building during the Klondike

GET THE MARSHMALLOWS.. Southwest Elementary Pack 73 Cub Scouts
get their campfire ready at the annual Fall Campout at Roy Manchester Boy
Scout Camp.

Chestnut
Hills
Shopping
Center

(
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FOOL
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Proud to Support
our Boy Scouts
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Chestnut St.ts

753-6656

LICENSED • BONDED • INSURED

SER ALL
TERMITE AND PEST CONTROL
FREE INSPECTIONS Serving You Since 1963
Phone 270-753-6433 • Toll Free: 1-800-264-1433
1604 SR 121 ByPass, Murray, KY

753-93S3
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The National Scouting Museum
Salutes the Boy Scouts
On the Murray State University Campus
Open March-Nov. 30
762-3383

1.
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

KAPPA MEETING - Pictured at the February meeting of the
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club were, from
left, Dianne Curtis, Laura Lohr, Judy Stahler, Jane Steely
and Carolyn Marcum.
CLUB MEETING - Dr. Alice Koenecke, left, hostess for Magazine Club meeting, is pictured with Toni Hopson, center,
and Susan Hart.

Hopson speaks to club
The Murray Magazine Club held
its January meeting at Dumplin's
with Dr. Alice Koenecke as hostess.
Toni Hopson presented the program relating events of the last
10 years of the year, 1999.

The devotion was given by Susan
Hart.
The club will meet Thursday
for lunch at Sirloin Stockade with
Rainey Apperson, president, and
Mayme Nell Staudacher, vice president, as hostesses.

Bread baking courses set
The Center for Continuing Education at Murray State University
is sponsoring a series of seminars
on European Style Bread Baking.
"French Baguettes- will be held
Feb. 29 from 6- 8:30 p.m. at 15th
and Olive Restaurant.
The class will be taught by 1
5th and Olive's Head Chef, Lisa

Yates.
The price for the class is $30
and includes all ingredients. Registration is necessary because ,space
is limited.
For more information contact
the Center for Continuing Education at 270-762-3662, or 1-800-6697654.
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IS II GREAT TIME TO INCREASE YOUR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY.
1111110

Kappa Department
hears Stahler, Steely
A special craft lesson was presented at the February meeting of
the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Jane Steely, county extension
agent in home economics, and
Judy Stahler, officer of Calloway
County Homemakers Council,
showed the Kappa members how
to make flowers out of embroidery floss.
They were assisted by Carolyn
Marcum, vice chairman of the

department.
The inspirational thought for
the month was given by Laura
Lohr. Karen Isaacs is chairman of
the department.
Hostesses for the social hour
were Lohr and Dianne Curtis.
The department will meet March
7 at 6:30 p.m. at the club house.
The scheduled program is "Angel
Community Clinic" by Ruth Pickens.

Investing class planned
Murray State University is offering the non-credit class "Women
and Investing."
The class will meet for two
consecutive Tuesdays, Feb. 29 March 7 from 6 to 8 p.m. in
Room 255 of the Business Building.
Open to the public, this course
takes the mystery out of the proper care and investing of money,

by helping women determine
investment goals, time frames and
levels of risk.
The class will be taught by
Samantha Butler of Peel & Holland and Security Planning.
The price for the class is $25.
Registration is necessary because
space is limited.
For more information call 270762-3662, or 1-800-669-7654.
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Poems sought for contest

trulows

your

with Home Fashions & Custom Blinds
Ctieltom Order

Fabric
$599 - $2299

from

/yard

/yard

Beautiful NEW Patterns
Lining sac ayailati4

Ask about our New Home Fashions Program!

BY &SEE OUR BOOTH
STOP
AT THE COOKING SCHOOL
MURRAY
Wall • aper 519 South
12th Street

E

Next to Days Inn
VLIii

our website: www.wallpaperforless.com

270-753-7575

Write a poem and win the $1,000
grand prize! Hollywood's Famous
Poets Society is sponsoring a new
poetry contest, open to everyone.
There is no entry fee, and nothing to buy.
To enter, send one poem of 21
lines or less to Free Poetry Contest, 1626 North Wilcox Avenue,

PMB 126, Hollywood, CA 90028,
or enter on-line at www.famouspoets.COM.
"This is our big contest of the
year," said Poetry Director Martha
French. "We trust our prizes will
encourage new poets to share their
talent."
The deadline for entering is
March 31, 2000.

ME RIDGE FARMS
-

Presents

Bridal
Registry

EMU OIL
PRODUCTS
PURE EMU OIL
•EMU-X PAIN RELIEF ROLL-ON
.PSORIASIS/ECZEMA CREAM
'HAIR CARE PRODUCTS
•FACIAL CREAM
•HAND 8. BODY LOTION
•100% ALL NATURAL SOAP
•LIP BALM

•

Pier1'imports

Johnw
&hOneida

FRUSTRATED...

State Line Road E
Hazel, KY

With i_o_LIR exercise program?

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Stacie Gallimore
bride-elect of
Jim Perkins
join our
bridal registry.

Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851

(270492-8586
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Black History event on Friday
Murray High School Black History Program will be Friday at
2 p.m. at the school. Refreshments will be served starting at 1:30
p.m. Carruth Kitrell will be the speaker. Special entertainment will
be by the Phi Beta Sigma fraternity at Murray State University.
Deanna Osborne is the special soloist. The public is invited to
attend.

Johnson reception on Sunday
The closing reception for the an works of Shirley Teach Johnson will be Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Fifteenth and Olive
Gallery at 215 North 15th St., Murray. This is a rescheduling
because of a power outage on the original date. For more information call 752-1520.

NARFE meeting on Friday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Friday at 12:30 p.m. at Green Horse
Cafe, Highway 121 North, Murray. Richard Huddleston, president,
urges all NARFE members and interested persons to attend.

Federation of Blind will meet
The
Friday
munity
Danny

National Federation of the Blind, Murray Chapter, will meet
at 6 p.m. in the United Way Board Room of Weaks ComCenter, 607 Poplar St., Murray. For more information call
Perry, president, at 753-0911.

Soccer tryouts Thursday
Girls Soccer U-13 Select Team Tryouts will be Thursday from
5 to 6:30 p.m. at the Bee Creek Soccer Field off North Fourth
Street Extended, Murray.

Architect here Thursday
Michael Emrick, preservation architect, will be in Murray Thursday to meet with property owners. Any downtown building owners interested in finding out about restoring their building facades
or what money is available to help with restoration and or/purchase of downtown properties, call Robin at the Main Street Office
at 759-9474 to set up an appointment.

Rangers' event on Saturday

„,4
101

Woodmen Rangers (Woodmen Youth) will meet Saturday at 11:30
a.m. at Pagliai's for lunch and then to a movie at 12:30 p.m. at
Cheri Theatre. This event is for youth, 6 to 13 years of ages but
all six and seven-year-olds must have an adult with them. Each
Woodmen youth can bring one guest.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
administration annex conference room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Kerry Lambert, hospital chaplain, said "parents who have
experienced the death of a child find comfort at these meetings
which combine education about sorrow and grief and how to work
through the grieving process." These meetings are open to families
regardless of the age of the parents or their child. For information
call Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

Tiger boosters will meet

100% MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE!
c

It is always such a delight to attend the 30th annual Media
Appreciation Day hosted by the News Bureau of Murray State
University on Saturday. The personnel and staff of the bureau
always provide a special buffet catered by Terri Benton and
her staff from Food Services.
This year the special entertainment was provided by Michael
Dunnagan, artistic director of Playhouse in the Park, and Don
Fleming who presented excerpts of a recent production, "Greater
Tuna." The talents of Dunnagan and Fleming were shown in
the different presentations and changing of costumes . Playhouse in the Park is such an outstanding program for the area.
The productions presented there are marvelous.
At the media day it is such a joy to meet the staff of other
newspapers, radio stations and television stations. We also enjoy
the giving of prizes as Sherry McClain, emcee, draws those
names.
We were then guests of MSU for the Murray-Morehead basketball games. Half time highlights of the men's game included the presentations of the Cain's Academy young cheerleaders
dressed in their special outfits and the Little Dribblers in red
and white uniforms, coached by Scott Sivills, girls basketball
coach at Calloway County High School.

SUBSCRIBE

Murray High School Tiger Athletic Booster Club will meet
tonight (Wednesday) at 6:30 p.m. in the school library.
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OINK /HAIKU 1S!!

Get your refund in half the
usual time...
or even faster with
Direct Deposit

'10 minute fitne,:q & weight 10.i= ctr,

Thank you Murray for another great year!
February is Our Anniversary Month
We're Rolling Back Prices &

The

•

Registry

ALL PREVIOUS MEMBERS
NO SERVICE FEE!
Come in and meet our new manager. Rita Elkin,. and
get started on the road to success' We are eager to help
you lose weight, tone up and keep you motivated'
Come let us pamper you, you deserve it!
Quickfit is a complete workout thor
only takes 30 minute,'
• Ira fun • It's user friendlv
• le designed for women
• Rurns body fat
• Begins when you show up

Call or Stop By Today
1608 Hwy 121 By

PF1451,

Murray, Kentucky 42071

(270) 759-3400

Of afurray

Bridal Registry
Bridal & Prom Formal Wear
and Gift Shop
209 N. 12th Street • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 767-0350
4

Authorized IRS e-file Provider

Page
Bookkeeping
Tax Service
206 South 6th Street
Murray, Kentucky Phone: 753-8107
e-mail pagetaxOprodigy net
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MHS releases honor roll
Murray High School has released
the honor for the second nine
weeks of the 1999-2000 school
year as follows:
GRADE NINE
All As
Todd Ryan Broker, David Phillip
Montgomery, Angela K. Oliver, James
L. Quertermous, Kathryn Elizabeth
Smith and Summer P. Williams.
All As and Bs
Christine M. Bailey, Edward S.
Baust, Jacob J. Bell, Terry K. Copas,
Allison R. Cross, Carley E. Faughn,
Audrey J. Ferguson, Tyler N. Harper.
Leslie B. Hatfield. Lauren E. Hines,
Elizabeth J. Johnson,
Meghan R. King, Lacey A. Latimer,
Elizabeth R. Leggett, Lauren E. Massey,
William C. Mathis, Sherrie M. Sexton, Shannon L. Shelby, Sarah C. Simmons, Brandon L. Thurmond and
Allyson M. Zimmerman.
GRADE 10
All As
Sean P. Clemson, Laura E. Dar-

ACADEMIC TEAM - Members of the Murray Middle School Academic Team are
pictured
with their sponsor, Laura Miller, right on back row.

MMS Academic Team competes in meets
Murray Middle School Academic Team has competed in several meets throughout the school
year.
The team is made up of fourth
and fifth graders with Laura Miller
as sponsor.
Adult volunteers include Dr.
Bob Volp, Beckee Bachman, Tori
Hindman, Keisa Bennett and

Tammy Diuguid. Miller expressed
appreciation to all the parents who
have helped with the home meets.
The team t-shirts were donated
by Dr. Monte Finch of West Kentucky Gastroenterology Center.
Team members are Bob Volp,
Casey Parker-Bell, Bradley Black,
Allen Reeves, Daniel White, Kelsey
Hindman, Darlene Kipphut, Cather-

Me Crass, Bradley Cobb, Wesley
Bolin, Tori Hindman, Tony Costa,
Brian Blalock, Kelsey Harrison,
Luis Cignoni, Adam Blodgett.
Chess Volp,
Blake McCuiston, Will Pitman,
Alex Wellinghurst, Alexandria Farris, Jerimiah Harris, Mallory Sellars, Joey Skaggs and • Matthew
Parker.

nell, Matthew E. Kelleher and Mary
M. Schneidennan.

All As and Bs
Ashleigh Keys Apple. Layal L.
Atieh, Richard E. Blalock II, Heather
Lynn Bosse, Seamus M. Coffey, Ashley L. Futrell, James W. Garrison,
Zachary Christian Hampton,
Allysia D. Hood, Thomas Masthay,
Amy C. Meloan, Brittany J. Overby,
Andrew D. Parker, Sarah Ann Rashid,
Catherine L. Settle, Chelsee L. Thomp
son and Hollie C. West.
GRADE 11
All As
Heather D Lanham and Alissa L.
Volp.
All As and Bs
Lindsay J. Ainley, Maria DalmauRosello', Sarah Joy Greene, Bryan R.
Hughes, Cody L. Latimer, Michael C.
Montgomery, Sarah E. Quertermous,
Justin Matthew Smith and Erika,--M.
Trenholm.
GRADE 12
All As

Murray Troops visit Glendale
Members of Brownie Troop
#965 and Daisy Troop #1235 made
Valentine treats for the residents
of Glendale Place at their recent
meetings.
They then presented them to
the residents at a special outing.
Members of Troop No. 965
attending were Sarah Crouch, Morgan Steiner, Alaina Mikulcik,
Kathryn Wilson, Claire Barnett,
Kelsey Daniel and Autumn Denton.
Members of Troop #1235 attending were Kara Mosley, Chandler
Purdom, Cammie Jo Bolin and
Shelby Crouch.

Are you an
organ &tissue
donor?

VALENTINE EVENT - Pictured are members of Brownie
Troop #965 and Daisy Troop #1235 at a recent special
event.

Get Ready For Summer!

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES

Fronie
Eldridge
has
lost
521
/
4 lbs.
and
/
4
503
inches

CALL 753-1916
Are Your Tires Ready
To Hit The Road This Spring?

Lifeliner STE
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

•6 Yr. Limited Warranty
•24-Month Free Replacement
•24-Hour Roadside Assistance
•Smooth. Quiet Ride

NEW & USED TIRES • FREE BALANCING WITH TIRE PURCHASE
FREE
Consultation

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.•753-1111

HI-ENERGV

CERAMIC TILE • COMP. TILE • VINYL• HARDWOOD • CARPET

Spending your hard earned $ on new flooring?
Then why let just anyone install it?
Our owners are our installers!
Visit our Showroom today for
all your floor covering needs!
Over 34
Years Exp.

753-7728
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Tayior
—
S
Rd

CARPET & FL

R C VERIN

*
Knghes
Hwy. 641 - 1-1/2 Milos South of Murray to Tom Taylor Rood. Right 1500 yords.
Kazel. IKY
CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET
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Wrather West Kerittick'y Museum, located on the campus of
Murray State University, is hosting a traveling exhibit from The
Kentucky Historical Society titled
"We Will Sing One Song: Popular Music in Kentucky to 1920."
In addition to this exhibit, there
are also some local artifacts included in the show.
Asked to name the most popular song in 19th-century Kentucky,
many people cite "My Old Kentucky Home." But Stephen Foster
was only one of many American
composers of.., the period and the
parlor song was just one of many
musical forms enjoyed by a society with no radios, stereos or compact disc players.
Through copies of sheet music
and photographs, this exhibit examines popular music from the antebellum years to the close of World
War I.
The museum is free and is
open to the public Monday through
Friday, 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m., and Saturday, 10 a.m.-1 p.m. For more
information call (270) 762-4771

of Creative Arts Department of Murray Woman's Club, presents a check to Jerry Speight, chairman of Murray State
University Art Department, for the Annette Schmidt Scholarship Fund in memory of Sonya Speight. This was from
funds from the annual bazaar. Members of the Scholarship
Committee were Richardson, Leah Furst and Vicky Holton.

NIZIIMM.fflzlilvATL•I•dii

Traveling
exhibit at
museum

SCHOLARSHIP FUND - Sina Richardson, left, co-chairman

WEIGHT CONTROL CENTER
CALL NOW

767-071313

Mon.-Wed.-Fri 8-5; Tues. & Thurs. 9-2
305 N. 12th St., University Square, Murray

Matt C. Clemson, Stephen P. Compton, Carl J. Gustafson and Ryan A.
Seay.
All As and Bs
Cara A. Anderson, Brook A.
Boggess. Ashley Kathenne Boyd, Lee
P. Mastera, Kelly R. Miles, Lucas G.
Miller, Josephine Muuka, John D.
Thieke and Ryan M. Vonnahme.

LaSi week we were discussing how styles and
fashion have evolved and been reborn throughout the last century.
1930s "Rags to Riches", The Roaring Twenties
came to a screeching halt after Black Thursday
hit in (.ct. 1929 and the stock market crashed.
L:nemployment was rampant. however, as an
escape people went to the movies. Starlets in
glitz and glamour reminded women of better
days. Barbara Hutton (poor little rich girl) set a
trend for orange lipstick, green eyeshadow —
and Cartier jewelry. Bonnie of Bonnie and Clyde
inspired the sweater and skirt sets worn with
herds.
These women in the spotlight inspired
American women to buy accessories. from artificial flowers, bright chiffon handkerchiefs and
beads which were draped down the back of
backless dresses, clutch bags. large studded
rings and shapely hats were popular. Hollywood
Was wearing the real gems but Coco Chanel
made costume jewelry socially acceptable. Art
deco was also important style direction characterized by clean lines and angular geometric
shapes. Nylon was also introduced and took over
the silk stocking business.
1940s "Mood Swing" — The forties began on
a solemn note due to the onset of World War II.
Women went back to work in factories and battlefields. Styles ranged from WAC uniforms to
structured suits and dresses. These tailored
styles exaggerated a woman's hips and forties
style apparel had large shoulder pads.
Headware became practical to protect the hair
— bandannas, scarves and turbans took the
place of glamorous hats. Katherine Hepburn and
Lana Turner increased the popularity of scarves
by wearing them around their heads as turbans.
Jewelry was affected as the government had to
use more steal. So jewelry manufacturers turned
to plastic as a substitute. Enamel flower pins.
oversize charm bracelets and pearl chokers surfaced.
After World War II a new prospenty swept
America. and accessories became luxuries and
ranged from trendy to designer Teenagers wore
white ankle socks with loafers and were called
"bobby-soxers.- Lower hemlines were also
back.
We will get back to this and continue into the
1950s next week.
Everyday more new merchandise arrives.
Tommy Bahama is in — wonderful herringbone
texture silk in new colors and styles. Tellunde
and Tyler Boo look great too. Linens. rayons.
cottons and stretch fabncs are in styles to please
everyone.
The sweet jalapenos from the Pickle Sisters are
wonderful if you haven't tried them. Last week I
put some in cornbread and needless to say it is
wonderful. Not hot. hut a muffin texture that is a
bit sweet.
Calorad® is still working for those who want to
lose weight.
Congratulations to Laura Sykes who won the
beaded necklace at our luncheon last Fnday 112 p.m.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun 8: Fashion
report
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Racers
in pole
position for now

4

What's wrong with the Murray State Racers?
Well, absolutely nothing this
time - just wanted to make
sure you were paying attention.
After a moment in the
"Twightlight Zone," it appears
that everything's now back to
normal with the Racers.
Murray is back in its familiar perch atop the Ohio Valley Conference standings.
In case anyone has been
asleep for the past two weeks,
the Racers regained pole position in the OVC with a stirring 77-60 triumph over previous league leader Southeast
Missouri State Feb. 12 at Cape
Girardeau, Mo.
MSU followed that performance by crushing Eastern
Kentucky 101-68 and mowing
down Morehead State 80-65.
Since the Racers have
returned to bully status in the
league, we can all return to
our naps until the NCAA Tournament!
Well, not so fast.
As Murray head coach
Tevester Anderson has warned
all year, the OVC is perhaps
the best its been in a decade
or more.
For proof of that, you don't
have to look any further than
Middle Tennessee State and
Tennessee Tech - the Racers'
last two opponents in the 19992000 regular season.
Despite their early struggles,
the Blue Raiders (12-12, 8-8
OVC) have righted their ship
in recent weeks.
Since defeating the Racers
81-79 Jan. 27 in Murray, MTSU
has won five of its last seven
games - including a 100-85
triumph over rival Tennessee
State and a victory over Tech.
The Golden Eagles remain
in third place in the OVC
standings at 10-6, two games
behind second-place SEMO and
just a game ahead of Austin
Peay - which makes this week
even more crucial.
Meanwhile, SEMO will
make the long journey to "Death
Valley" to face Morehead and
EKU.
While the trip doesn't look
all that imposing for the Indians - considering the ninth
place Eagles and the last-place
Colonels - the "Valley" does
have its pitfalls.
The Racers only defeated
EKU by five points in Richmond and just escaped Morehead with an 87-86 overtime
win.
Murray is looking for its
12th league title in 13 seasons, but everyone else isn't
far behind either.
In fact, the Racers are in a
precarious position with both
teams jockeying for tournament
seeding. However, that could
be a good thing too.
MSU has played to the level
of its opposition all season. And,
remember, the Racers seem to
be at their best when they're
challenged (see SEMO,Rutgers.
yalparaiso. Detroit).
This season has been a wild
ride for Murray. And expect
nothing less in the last two
weeks.
But do expect Anderson and
the Racers to be ready. This
group has weathered the storm
of criticism all year - and they
always seem to come up on
the right side of the scoreboard at the end.
Unless I miss my guess, don't
bet against them.
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Lakers tame Bulldogs in OT
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Mitchell McClure had a little
help from his friends Tuesday as
the Calloway County boys' basketball team outlasted visiting Fulton City 62-55 in overtime at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Laker seniors Kyle Tracy, Chris
Ringstaff and Cameron Greenfield
combined for 27 points to go with
McClure's 26 as CCHS (6-18)
pulled out the Senior Night victory over the Bulldogs (15-8).
After notching 20 points in Friday's 56-39 loss at Mayfield,
McClure scored 21 of his points
in the second half Tuesday, going
7-of-12 from the field and hitting
five 3-pointers - the freshman has
19 in his last four games - to
keep Calloway within reach.
But it was Tracy's emergence
from a scoring slump with 14
points on 5-of-13 shooting, paired
with tough defense, a 33-23
rebounding advantage and clutch
free-throw shooting down the
stretch that powered the Lakers.
"Senior Night kind of pumped
us up a little more than usual,"
said Tracy, who thought Ringstaff's
seven-point, nine-rebound effort
was just as crucial as the end of
his personal shooting struggles.
"I've been staying with McClure
after practice to try to get out of
my slump, and we need McClure
and I hitting shots and Ringstaff
olaying well inside going into the
postseason."
With Aaron Ferrell held to just
nine points and First Region

Lakers 62
Fulton City 55, OT
Fulton City
12 24 40 50 - 55
Calloway Co. 15 24 37 50 - 62
Fulton City (55)- Mulcahy 7, C. Rose
28, Pettigrew 4, Ferrell 9, B. Burton 7,
Maze, P. Rose, Yamauchi. FG: 19-51.
3-point FG: 5-14 (C. Rose 3, B. Burton,
Ferret). FT: 12-23. Rebounds: 23
Record: 15-8.
Calloway (62) — McClure 26, Greenfield
6, Ringstaff 7, Tracy 14, Boggess 3,
Greer 6, Harris, Bynum. FG: 19-42. 3point FG: 7-18 (McClure 5, Tracy 2).
FT: 17-24. Rebounds: 33. Record: 618.
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rebounding leader Duron Pettigrew
kept out of action most of the
night, Cory Rose picked up the
slack for Fulton City with 28
points, 14 coming on either side
of halftime.
The Lakers' senior-laden starting lineup, completed by McClure
and Jay Boggess, gave the home
team two seven-point leads in the
first half and a 24-18 edge on
Ringstaff's pull-up jumper at the
2:07 mark of the second quarter.
But Bryant Burton's buzzer-beating trey knotted the contest 24-24
at intermission, and the Bulldogs'
12-0 run continued into the sec-
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MOVING ON UP...Calloway's
Mitchell McClure (15) works
the ball upcourt against Fulton City's Bryant Burton (32)
in the Lakers' 62-55 overtime
victory Tuesday.

MSU
falls to
UALR
Tuesday
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State Thoroughbreds dropped their fifth consecutive game to start the 2000 season, falling at Arkansas-Little Rock
17-5 Tuesday.
The 'Breds (0-5) fell behind
early, allowing Arkansas-Little
Rock to post three runs in the
bottom of the first inning. The
big blow came on a leadoff home
run from John Gragg, who had three
RBI on the day.
Arkansas- Little Rock (9-2)
effectively put the game away two
innings later, scoring seven runs
in the bottom of the third for a
10-0 advantage.
Gragg and second baseman
Derin McMains each had run-scoring doubles during the inning to
lead the ULAR hitting attack. Both
hits drove in two runs apiece.
The home team extended its
lead to 13-0 in the fourth as singles by McMains and shortstop
Miguel Miranda plated the runs.
Murray got on the board in the
top half of the seventh inning as
Andy Mazzler connected for a
pinch-hit single. Woody Winchester followed with a base hit and
Jamiko Sands walked to load the
bases.
Chris Johnson pushed home the
'Breds' first run on a walk. Winchester later scored on a wild
pitch and Sands scored on a sacrifice fly from Josh Ridgway.'
MSU's final two runs came in
the eighth inning. Justin Varitek
and Nathan Taylor each had doubles to help produce the runs.
Nine different 'Breds combined
to provide the offense for the visiting team.
Joe Husman (1-1) picked up
the pitching win, throwing six
scoreless innings, striking out four
and allowing four hits.
Chris Gray (0-2) took the mound
loss for Murray, allowing four
earned runs and six hits in two
innings of work.
The 'Breds return to action today
with a 3 p.m. contest at ArkansasLittle Rock before returning home
to host Bralley in a doubleheader beginning at noon on Saturday.

_

Calloway
tops Lady
Bulldogs

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

USE THE FORCE...Calloway's Jenni Pigg (43) reels in a pass under the basket
as Fulton City's Anna Coy (44) defends during the Lady Lakers' overtime win
over the Lady Bulldogs.

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
With all of the conflicting emotions, Senior
Night games are often the toughest to play.
But for the Calloway County girls' basketball team, Tuesday's 48-45 overtime triumph in a slugfest versus Fulton City at Jeffrey Gymnasium was nothing new for the
Lady Lakers.
Jena Thomas scored 24 points, including
the game-winning free throws, and six rebounds
to lead Calloway (14-12) past a scrappy Lady
Bulldog squad (6-15) that almost ruined the
regular-season finale for CCHS seniors Brooke
Lencki, Tiffany Lassiter, Jenni Pigg and Miriam Rogers.
After giving the injured Lencki and Lassiter an honorary start, Lady Laker head coach
Scott Sivills watched his club fall behind by
nine in the third quarter before Raegan Morton's 3-pointer capped the Calloway comeback and knotted the score at 40-40 with
nine seconds to go in regulation.
"I think that people need to understand
how much we had to overcome this year and
that 14-12 is a great record given the situa11%," said Sivills, whose troops will now
prepare for its Fourth District Tournament
semifinal with Murray High March 1 at 7
p.m. at MHS.
"We were flat and didn't know who to

• See Page 11A

'Catsi Vols set for key SEC clash
By STEVE BAILEY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
More than just bragging rights are
at stake tonight as No. 18 Kentucky goes for a season sweep of
No. 7 Tennessee in Knoxville.
The two squads and No. 9 Florida all sit in a three-way logjam
at the top of the Southeastern Conference's Eastern Division stand-

ings with 9-3 records.
With pnly four games remaining for both the Wildcats and Volunteers, a victory is critical in
their quests to win the division
and claim a high seed in the conference tournament.
"That's everybody's goal to start
the year — to be the best in your
league," Kentucky coach Tubby
Smith said. "If you do that, every-

thing else is great. We didn't win
it last year but feel we have a
shot at winning it this year."
The top two teams from each
division — No. 11 Auburn leads
the West at 9-3 and 21-4 overall
— receive first-round byes in the
SEC Tournament March 9-12 at
the Georgia Dome in Atlanta. So
one of the three East powers will
be forced to play in the tourna-

Simon wants apolo
By The Associated Press
Randall Simon wants to hear an apology
from John Rocker. Alex Rodriguez, meanwhile,
does not want to hear anything — for now
— about a contract extension from the Seattle Mariners.
On the day the Atlanta Braves dipped into
their past and signed pitcher Steve Avery, the
team also dealt with a current problem: Rockcr.

"I want him to say he's sorry." Simon said
after arriving at the Braves' complex in Kissim-

ment's opening round.
"Everything's up for grabs," Tennessee coach Jerry Green said. "I
don't think there's anybody on
anybody's schedule who can't beat
any of our teams."
The Wildcats (19-7) have
rebounded from back-to-back losses at Florida and LSU with con-

II See Page 11A

from Rocker

mee, Fla. "I'm willing to forgive him if he
comes to me and apologizes for what he said."
The New York Yankees hit a rough spot
when it was revealed Darryl Strawberry again
tested positive for cocaine. The DH could be
suspended from baseball for the third time.
possibly for most or even all of this season.
"I have a sense something will happen here
that will stir the pot," Yankees manager Joe
Torre said in Tampa. Fla., before the problem
became public.
Simon wondered if he could ever be team-

mates again with Rocker. He is believed to
be the player called a "fat monkey" by Rocker.
Rocker wasn't on hand to offer an apology He is suspended until May 1 for his disparaging comments against gays, foreigners
and minorities, though arbitrator Shyam Das
could reduce the penalty.
Das is scheduled to meet later this week

See Page 11A
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• Lakers

•'Cats, Vols

From Page 10A

Tickets on sale for OVC first-round games
With Saturday's 80-65 win over Morehead State at the Regional Special
Events Center, the Murray State men's basketball team clinched a home
first-round game for the 2000 Nautica Footwear Ohio Valley Conference Tournament.
The Racers will take on a yet-to-be-determined opponent Tuesday at 7:30
p.m. The game will be part of a women's men's doubleheader as the MSU
Lady Racers will host their first-ever OVC Tournament game at 5:30 p.m.
Ticket prices for the doubleheader, set by the OVC office, are $10 for
adults and $4 for MSU students and children. MSU season ticket holders
will have the opportunity to purchase their regular-season seats in advance,
but must pay the full $10 price Parking passes will be honored
Season ticket holders may purchase their seats in Room 211 of Roy
Stewart Stadium today and Thursday from 8.30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Tickets
will go on sale for the rest of the public Friday and Monday from 8:30 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m and Tuesday from 8:30 a.m. to noon
Fans may reserve OVC Tournament tickets for the semifinals and finals
March 4-5 at the Gaylord Entertainment Center in Nashville. Tenn by calling the MSU ticket office at 270-762-4895

MSU's Shumate named Rookie of the Week
Murray State freshman Chris Shumate received Rookie of the Week honors from the Ohio Valley Conference Monday.
The 6-5 forward averaged 11.5 points and 2.5 rebounds per game and
shot 69.2 percent from the floor in the Racers' home conference wins over
Eastern kentucky and Morehead State last week. Shumate went 7-of-9 from
the floor and scored a career-high 17 points in 16 minutes versus EKU and
contributed six points and three steals against Morehead.

MHS Booster Club sets date for meeting
The Murray High School Tiger Athletic Booster Club will meet today at
6:30 p.m in the MHS library. All members, sports representatives and coaches are encouraged to attend.

ond half.
McClure rallied Calloway with
Ii points on three treys in the
third period, though, and a triangle-and-two defense contained Rose
and Ferrell well enough that Tracy's
foul shot with 12 seconds left put
the Lakers in front 50-48. However, Ferrell sliced his way to the
hoop to tie the contest with 4.7
ticks left in regulation, and
McClure's 25-footer beat the horn
but not Fulton City.
However, Tracy stroked a 3pointer on one of Boggess' six
assists 1:06 into the overtime session, and McClure's inbounds pass
to an cutting Patrick Greer gave
Calloway the lead for good at 55-

53 with 1:58 to go in the period.
Boggess, who also had five
rebounds to go with his three points,
added a free throw to push the
margin to three at the 1:26 mark,
and CCHS went 6-of-8 at the charity stripe the rest of the way to
put the icing on the cake for head
coach Terry Birdsong.
"We've been looking for this,"
said Birdsong, who had a good
feeling about his squad thanks to
two solid practices following the
Mayfield defeat. "We've been dealt
some tough hands this year and
we played terribly at Mayfield,
but we chose to fight and battle
and we got some breaks."
The Lakers close out the regular season Friday versus Carlisle
County at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

•Simon ...
From Page 10A
with players association chief Donald Fehr and management lawyer
Rob Manfred. It's unclear if Das
will issue a decision at the meeting or try to work out a settle-
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ment. Either way, a decision is
expected no later than next week.
"I hope he regrets what he did,"
Simon said. "It's not only what
he said about me, but what he
said about his teammates, the Latin
community and all other nations.

From Page 10A
secutive home victories over Alabama and Georgia. They beat Tennessee 81-68 at Rupp Arena on
Feb. 1, but lost both meetings last
year as the Vols captured the SEC
East crown.
"I think our guys are very eager
to play," Smith said. "They know
the value and importance of this
game. It is a big rivalry, so they'll
be ready.
"We are tied for number one
in the league, so if we want to
stay at the top, we have to win."
Tennessee (21-4) has won its
last five home games and is 131 at Thompson-Boling Arena this
season. Over the past two seasons, Tennessee is 27-2 at home,
losing only to Mississippi State
and intrastate rival Vanderbilt.
The Vols lead the SEC in 3point shooting (37.5 percent) and
are second in scoring (82.4 points
per game) behind Florida. Vincent
Yarbrough and Tony Harris each
rank among the league's top seven
scorers, averaging 15.6 and 14.8
points, respectively.

• ••

"We have to really concentrate
on the particular players that have
been carrying Tennessee, like
Yarbrough and Harris," Smith said.
"They have a lot of depth and a
lot of talent.
"I also know Tennessee is one
of the best three-point shooting
teams in the league. Harris is right
up there at the top. It is going to
be a real focal point for us, because
they can all shoot the three."
Smith said Tayshaun Prince,
Keith Bogans and Desmond Allison most likely will start against
the Vols after being benched for
all (Prince) or part of Saturday's
70-64 victory over Georgia for
disciplinary reasons.
Reserve guard J.P. Blevins, who
started and scored a career-high
14 points against the Bulldogs,
said the players don't talk much
about the lineup changes.
"If there are changes, we don't
learn until about five minutes before
the game," Blevins said. "It's not
talked about. Coach puts in the players that need to be in. Whatever
he decides, it's right."

Boxing club sweeps 5 matches in Jackson
Amateur members of the Sabre' Boxing Club won all five of its matches
by decision at a series of bouts Saturday in Jackson, Tenn.
Dale Mathis, 17, and Derek West, 13, received Outstanding Senior and
Junior Boxing Awards after respective victories over Justin Logan of Gleason, Tenn in the 165-pound division and Jonathan Hurt of Ripley, Tenn. in
the 105-pound weight class.
Ryan Eubanks, 15, defeated Terry Sprague of Owensboro in the 125pound division, Daniel Elliott, 14, downed Jonathan Wade of Jackson in the
90-pound ranks and Dennis McCuiston, 10, stopped Jeremy Wade of Jackson in the 85-pound class.
The next competition for the Sabre' Boxing Club, which is located in Murray and consists of boxers from Calloway, Graves and Marshall counties, will
be Friday and Saturday in Chattanooga, Tenn.
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OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STANDINGS
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xy-Murray State
13
xy-Southeast Missouri State
12
x-Tennessee Tech
10
x-Austin Peay State
10
x-Eastern Illinois
9
x-Middle Tennessee State
8
x-Tennessee-Martin
7
Tennessee State
6
Morehead State
4
z-Eastem Kentucky
2
Monday's Games
Tennessee State 74. Tennessee-Martin 71
Tuesday's Games
Austin Peay 86, Belmont 71
Thursday's Games
Southeast Missouri at Morehead Si., 7 p.m.
Eastern Illinois at Eastern Kentucky, 7 p.m
Murray St at Middle Tennessee, 7:45 p.m.
Tennessee-Martin at Tennessee Tech, 8 p.m.
Saturday's Games
SE Missouri at E Kentucky, 3.15 p.m.
Eastern Illinois at Morehead State, 7 p.m.
Murray State at Tennessee Tech, 7 p.m.
Tennessee State at Austin Peay, 7:45 p.m.
Tenn.-Martin at Middle Tenn., 7:45 p.m.
x-clinched OVC Tournament berth

• Calloway
From Page 10A
look for at times, but we found
a way to win, and that shows that
our kids have a lot of fight in
them and that they're still a good
team. This team is antsy to play
Murray, and after Friday, every team
in the state is 0-0."
Whitney Ragsdale added nine
huge points off the bench and
Pigg contributed four points, five
rebounds and four assists for Calloway, while Fulton City was paced
by Vnasha Brown's 19 points.
The athletic, powerful Lady
Bulldogs pulled ahead 31-22 at
the 1:28 mark of the third period, but Ragsdale's trey 21 seconds later and three straight baskets by Thomas slashed the deficit
to 33-31 just 2:37 into the fourth.
Two Thomas foul shots and a
Pigg putback cut the gap to 3837 with 1:16 remaining in the frame.
After charities from Virginia Bard
and Brown opened the Fulton City
margin to three with 17.1 seconds
to go, Thomas dribbled down the
right sideline and dished to Morton, who sank the 3-pointer from
the right wing for her only points
of the evening.
'Iwo Ragsdale free throws and
a Thomas deuce twice gave the
Lady Lakers two-point leads in
the extra session, but Bard's trey
with 1:23 left in overtime put the
Lady Bulldogs on top 45-44.
Calloway followed with its 18th
turnover on the next trip down,
hut Pigg deflected an FHS pass

(1)-Tennessee Tech
15
1
xy-Murray State
11
5
xy-Middle Tennessee State
11
5
icy-Tennessee-Martin
10
6
x-Eastem Kentucky
8
8
x-Austin Peay State
8
9
Southeast Missouri State
6 10
Tennessee State
6 11
Eastern Illinois
5 11
z-Morehead State
1 15
Tuesday's Games
Middle Tennessee 74, Belmont 67
Thursday's Games
SE Missouri at Morehead St., 4 45 p.m.
Eastern Illinois at Eastern Kentucky, 5 p.m.
Murray St at Middle Tennessee. 5:45 p.m.
Tenn.-Martin at Tenn Tech, 5:45 p.m.
Saturday's Games
SE Missoun at E Kentucky, 1 p.m.
Murray State at Tennessee Tech, 4 p.m.
Eastern Illinois at Morehead St., 4:45 p.m.
Tennessee State at Austin Peay, 5:45 p.m.
Tenn.-Martin at Middle Tenn . 5'45 p.m.
y-clinched first-round home game
z-eliminated from OVC contention
(1)-number indicates seed

••

Lady Lakers 48
Fulton City 45, OT
Fulton City
11 21 33 40-45
Calloway Co.
6 14 29 40-48
Fulton City (45) - Brown 19, Coy 8,
Tharp 2, Johnson 4, Bard 9, Jennifer
Smith 1, Jessica Smith, Phelps 2, Jenny
Smith, FG: 19-53. 3-point FG: 1-3
(Bard). FT: 6-21.
Rebounds: 25.
Record: 6-15.
Calloway (48) — Pigg 4, Mi. Rogers 4,
Thomas 24, Lassiter, Lencki, Morton 3,
Prescott 2, Ragsdale 9, Stonecipher 2.
FG: 18-55. 3-poInt FG: 2-12 (Ragsdale,
Morton). FT: 10-14. Rebounds: 24.
Record: 14-12.

into Thomas' hands, and Thomas
nailed a pair of foul shots with
31.5 ticks on the clock.
The Lady Lakers, ahead 46-45,
then regained possession on a
jumpball. Felicia Prescott calmly
stroked two free throws with 17.4
seconds to play, Brown's desperation 3-pointer fell short of the
goal.
"(Fulton City) played hard, so
we had play harder to win and
that's what it took," said Pigg,
who thinks the come-from-behind
victory, coupled with Lassiter's
impending return from a sprained
knee, will help Calloway's offensive production in the postseason.
The Lady Lakers made just 18of-55 shots Tuesday.
"I think everybody's got to take
their shots when they're open.
Jena's going to hit some big shots
and Tiffany's coming back, but
we need to find out who's going
to be the third scorer."

To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Mercantile is noNv Firstar.
With origins dating back to the 1800's,
Whether it's the banker or teller at your local
Mercantile and Firstar both have very rich
branch, your business banker, private banker or
histories. And when you spend a century and a
trust officer, they'll still be there when you
halfin the Midwest, you learn some pretty
need them.
valuable lessons. Like when you treat people as a
And because we know you have enough in
neighbor, they return the favor. When you invest
your life to keep track of, your current checking,
in a community, the community invests in you.
savings and money market account numbers
And when everybody works together,everybody
won't change, and neither will any of your
grows together.
accounts. If you have any questions about our
We've also learned that our most valuable
name change, or about any of your accounts,
asset is our people. That's
please feel free to give us a
why you'll continue to deal
call toll-free 24 hours a day
with the samc banking
at 1-888-221-3450 or visit
professionals you already
with your banker.
know and trust.
Bank Without Boundaries

FIRSTAR

Member FDIC
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Douglas to
teach new
class at MSU
Murray State University is offering the new community education
class "Enchanting Herbs and Everlastings."
The class will meet for two consecutive Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Feb. 29-March 9, from 7-8 p.m. in
Room 106 of the Industry and
Technology Building on Murray
State's campus.
WKMS Morning Commentator
Georgia Douglas will enlighten students on how herbs have been used
in religious or superstitious practices, as well as in the medicinal or
culinary arts.
Students will learn how, when
and where to cultivate, harvest and
preserve a wide variety of fragrant,
easy to grow herbs. The class includes two field trips.
The price for the class is $35.
Registration is required because
space is limited.
For more information, or to register, call (270)762-3662 or 1-800669-7654.
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$ 1 39
U.S. Choice Boneless Rolled Rump Of

4$e
t

-44$y

Bryan
12 oz Pk

Steak

$ 1 69

Boneless Si 79 Lb

Owen's Best Extra Lean

.24S,
1
= C.

Pork Loin
1 59
Potted
Meat
s

=4S

Ground Round
'2 oz Ccn

Hamburger
Dill Slices

Lb

Free

3/99'
Kentucky Farms

Spam

$219

2 Liter

luncheon
Meat

89°
Post Shredded Wheat

RC, Diet Rite, A&W
Diet RC, Sunkist

1% Milk

E4$

MAKII
Buddy
speak
384, C
card c
ing c
givear
cleare

Cereal

99°

1 7.2 oz.-20 oz.

2/$500
Z

Z, 4,••

Maxwell House (Not Decaf.)

Prelate Pink

Coffee

Salmon

34$

I

E

$

CALLING ALL
HOME MAKERS

$.1 99

a.••

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mr. Pibb, Cherry Coke

.•••

13 oz Bag

1 09

E

AO

2 Liter

=4$

With $10 Additional Grocery Order Excluding Tobacco
=

.6•
.

Brought To You

E

'7,17

By LAURIE CRASS ROLLINS

DON'T MAKE THIS MISTAKE WITH
ACCESSORIES & OCCASIONAL FURNITURE
A decorator
once made
the observation
that
when
you
mention
accessories
and/ occasional furniture to many
home makers.
they
automatically think of the living room, and perhaps the family room - but NOT of
any other room.
And, he says. that's a mistake.
Naturally, people think first of
their living room because that's the
place most people see, but properl
decorating other rooms can also he
important - and rewarding.
Your bedrooms especially, and
other rooms, too, can be made beautiful and more appealing to you and
your family with the addition of th,.
right accessories (lamps, mirror,
pictures. etc.). and occasional turni
ture (wall systems. tables. cabinet,
etc.), in addition to the basic furni
ture.
Concentrating on. and accessorit•
ing other rooms, as you would a living room, can make the whole
home a nicer place in which to live.
Remember that we can help you
with the furnishings you want for
all the rooms of your home. We
offer you good selection, ideas and
values, so stop in

Crass
FURNITURE. 1N1
103 S. Third Street
Murray, K 42071
1270)753-3621

11..•41

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mr. Pibb, Cherry Coke

Soft & Gentle

l2Pk

•
Z. 4.•
•

Paper Towels
6 Pk

Bath Tissue

4 Roll. 89°

69' Oreo's
$299 Meals
90
9 Dog Food
69 Puffs

12oz

44

nc

9.25 12 oz

Purina Mainstay

Skim Milk

1/2 gal.

Rose Acre Farm Grade

Large Eggs

Extra

Cheese

12 oz,

2/$500

Nestle Choc. Chip Cookies Break or
/$500

8 oz Bottles

Prairie Farms

•••••••

Kraft Deluxe American

Banquet Assorted Varieties

Coca Cola
$

$129

Post Raisin Bran 25.5 oz. or

Brawny Single Roll
1L

97

$ 199
17.6 Lb

Variety

Doz

3 pk

L4

brownie Mix
Aunt Jemima

Waffles

X

A1

4 99

E

4

18 oz

loct. 2/$3"

Best.Yet

=
7:
=

Drinks

16 •1

at
6 pk. cans99
'

RC, Diet Rite, Diet RC,
99 Sundrop, A&W

$2

n99

$

12 Pk

L
116,10

i$

•
— —
3
z

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Baked Ham
$399

Turkey Breast
$429

Owen's Best
Barbecue
I

E

—
r

amazepAinrimcrim.
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Lb

Chicken
$21 9
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Round Steak
1 59
Lb.
Corn Dogs

Whole Bone-In 14-17 Lb. Avg.

Sirloin Tip Roast
$019
Green
.
r Lb.
Beans

Area student
makes Duke
dean's list

T'
U.S. Choice

Extra Lean
Pork

29!

Bologna

Jeff Owen participated in the
52nd annual Wofford College
Scholars Competition in Spartanburg, S.C.
Owen, a resident of Murray, attends Calloway County High
School.
Each year, Wofford invites high
school seniors who have applied
and been accepted to the college
and who meet the academic standards required for scholarship application to spend a day on campus.
This year, 208 students attended the
competition Feb. 12.
The students took part in onehour interview sessions and attended presentations on academic
and campus life.

4

WED

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors

We Do Custom Bar-B-62 Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Murray student
participates in
competition

Kisen _Nagin Nathu has been
named. to the dean's list at Duke
University for the fall 1999 semester.
Nathu is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Nagin Gopal Nathu, 1542 Spring
Creek Drive, in Murray.
To make the dean's list, a student must rank in the top third of
their college; for dean's list with
distinction, the top tenth of their
college. At the Pratt School of Engineering, a student must rank in
the top third within their classes to
make the dean's list; for dean's list
with distinction, the top tenth
within their classes.

•`'

New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs.
8:00-7:00
F.& Sat.
8:00-7:00

ft.00c good 9a€44

good 704d

=s

Lb

Owen's Best
Honey Dipped

Baby Back Ribs
$499

•
=4

••••

Field
American

Cheese
29

$3

Lt

Owen's Best 4 Legged
Fried

Chicken
$589

Golden Ripe

Red Seedless

Florida

Bananas

Grapes
$ 39

Strawberries

Sno White
8 oz. pkg

Fresh
Green

5 Lb. Bag
Idaho

Mushrooms
39

Onions

Potatoes

39?

a

-

$ 1 39
Pint
a

$

"Come SPE' What you're been rniscine

•

929
4/1
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LBL

to begin visitor attractions

Visitor attractions at Land
Between The Lakes National Recreation Area will begin their 2000
operations March 1.
The Homeplace-1850 and The
Nature Station will be closed Mondays and Tuesdays during March,
but open seven days per week
beginning April 1. The Golden Pond
Planetarium operates seven days per
week beginning March 1. The Elk
& Bison Prairie remains open every
day, year-round.
The North and South Welcome
Stations also open their doors March
1. The Golden Pond Visitor Center remains open year-round. Hillman Ferry, Piney and Energy Lake
Campgrounds all open for the season at that time. Wranglers Campground continues its 12-month
schedule as well.
The Nature Station and The
Homeplace-1850 will offer daily
interpretive programs and many
special events. The Nature Station
kicks off its season with Last
Chance Eagle Viewing van tours
March 4 and 5.

At the Homeplace, many favorite
demonstrations return this March,
such as candle dipping and basket making. Other events scheduled for early spring include a
Nature Photography Mini-Workshop and Sheep to Shawl, both
on April 1.
The second annual March Madness customer appreciation weekend will take place at Turkey Bay
OHV Area, March 24-26. Offhighway vehicle riders can take
advantage of half-priced camping
and half-priced, three-day OHV
passes during the weekend. Prize
giveaways, games. OHV exhibits
and other special programs are
also scheduled.
The Golden Pond Planetarium
debuts a new show this year. "The
Explorers" focuses on the human
spirit of exploration throughout time

A TUA/A EVIEFIT TO

FIGHT CANCER

and space.
This program has an interactive element - the audience will
get a chance to apply navigation
techniques used for thousands of
years.
Two other programs return to
the planetarium for the 2000 season, "Light Years from Andromeda" and "Kentucky Skies."
LBL's spring calendar is full
of interesting and varied programs
for visitors of all ages and interests. The popular Discount Package, which offers a discount of
25 percent on admission to multiple attractions, will be offered
again this year.
For more information on Land
Between The Lakes or to receive
a calendar of events, call 1-800LBL-7077, or visit the website at
www.lbl.org.

NSA,Ms I ERA RU,DECOVER
.
46111111111AMPS,
& H IC ACCEPTED

thru
Tues., Feb.29

LOW LOW PRICES
Chicken of the Sea

Tuna

$100

In Oil or
Water
6 oz. Can

Team
Recruitment

For

1.

Chef Boyardee Mini Ravioli

Nunn Better Mini Chunk Dog Food

WLrLrLrLW

Form your

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew

.47

Reg. $3.99 16-1/2 Lb. Bag $3

Relay For Life 2000

COUPON

team today!

od Corn Meal

For information call:
Kay Ray 753-5851
Please join us on
May'5, 7PM - May 6, 10AM
Roy Stewart Stadium • Murray, KY

6 P 16 oz. Non-Returnab1e Bottles
▪
I
I

Sunflower
Help in our fight to find a cure for cancer.

MAKING HIS CASE...Rep.
Buddy Buckingham is shown,
speaking on behalf of his HB384, a bill restricting credit
card companies from soliciting college students with
giveaway incentives. The bill
cleared the House 90-3.

Prices Good
Wed., Feb 23

623 South 4th St. • Murray
270-759-1144• Mon -Sat. 7 a.m. - 7 p.m.

WE WEROSTIE R1(;HT It)
LtharQUANTITIES

5 Lb. Bag
Limit One With Co.Idon And $20 Addttionai PJnithase
I.

r
I
I

VOVUnn
For

COUPON

Farm Fresh Large

Eggs

I I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•

2

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
L

Dozen
Limit One With Coupon And $20 Additional Purchase
a

GET BOTH COUPONS WITH ONLY A $20 PURCHASE

Pride of Illinois Corn or Green Beans

To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

15 oz. Can

3 $1•0111
For

Faygo Assorted Flavor Drinks

Unleash the Power of Charter Digital Cable.

\IN

Kelly's Chili w/Beans or Beef Tamales

'1.49

12 Pk. 12 oz. Cans

QUALITY MEATS

IT'S NOW HERE!
ENTERTAINMENT
THAT NEVER ENDS
WITH MORE CHOICES THAN EVERY BEFORE!

-

A Great New Menu Featuring Lots of NEW CHANNELS.

MORE NEWS. MORE SPORTS.
MORE DRAMA.
MORE HISTORY. MORE MOVIES.
MORE EVERYTHING!

R OUenn
.11

„ftw

CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS.

Center Cut

Pork Chops

100% Pure

So.ain

a

Lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

011
Chuck Roast s•im
a

Bringing GREAT ENTERTAINMENT Home!

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

CHOICES FOR EVERYONE!

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE INSTALLATION AND
RECEIVE YOUR FIRST 3 MONTHS OF THE
DIGITAL BASIC TIER FREE! VALUE $42.00!

Lb

Sliced Slab
Lb.

e

Shoulder Roast li•Un

Ground Chuck 9.69
Bacon

$1.19

Lb

Beef
Lb.

Stew Meat

1.99 Lb

FRESH PRODUCE
Green
.., •eih
t

tuc
753-5005

°Fenn

HOME
..COUNTRY

111S1111{

CHAFJP1FL

Red or White Seedless

Dole

Grapes

Cole Slaw

Lb $1.38

Green

Pepper

1 Lb

Bag97°

Sno White
3For 97°

Cauliflower

1.38

Super Sweet

Broccoli

Onions

Lb

48°
i

•••1.
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COMPL1
New Hard)
Up,
Free
Interr
South c

CLASSIFIED
(l

kSS11211. 1)

43

TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

R.vrEs

Ad Deadlines

7534916

)i.plar ‘41.
$6.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.

Publish
'
0 • y

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

1 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m
Thurs. 3 p.m

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

All 3.44, I41111 Run Wtrhoot 6 1.1.,

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Line Ads S7 00 minimum I.. day 10t per word per day for each addition.' con.ei.utise

Deadline Day 8. Time

$2.50 extra for Shopper t Toes . Clawfieds go law Shopping Gogh)$250 cur,. for blind rxii. i.
Effective March 1, 2000

Store Hot
/v!
Visa/ Mast
MDM C
All your ci
A+ Certo
Miche

Just Say "Charge It"
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

.,••• •••••• s

010

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

ADJUSTMENTS

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES
1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INF RMATION

060

010
Legal
Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE
All stored items in storage units 181, 201 at Key
Mini Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121 South
Murray, KY 42071, have been abandoned and if
all charges for storage units 181, 201 are not
paid in full on or before March 15, 2000, Key
Mini-Warehouses will have legal possession of
all items stored in units 181, 201. A sale date for
said items stored in storage units 181, 201 will
be posted at a later time.

p

Invitation To Bid
Lawn Mowing Services
The Calloway County Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids, for Lawn Mowing
Services for the- Calloway County School
District. Bids will be accepted until 2:00 p.m.,
March 1, 2000. Specifications are on file at
the Board office at 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, KY 42071. Any interested bidders
may obtain copies at that location. Further
information may be obtained by calling
Karen Brandon at 762-7300. The Calloway
County Board of Education reserves the right
to reject any and/or all bids and waive any
irregularities in bidding.

top Li-,

Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
ALTERATIONS
Ruth s See & Sew
753-6981
ARTIFICIAL Limbs.
Braces, Diabetic Footwear
& Mastectomy Supplies.
Paducah Prosthetics
2232 Broadway
Paducah, KY 42001
575-3223 or 877-575-3223
Matthew D. Cobb. C.P.
Tony Kinne, Orthotist
Tim L. Smith. R.T.P
Misty K Mannon,
Registered Mastectomy
Fitter
BETH'S New & Redo
Sewing Phone 759-0768
Anytime!

0,
tn
c..

CHECK out our web site
www Allisonphotography
com

FREE Pregnancy
Tests! Life House
753-0700.

Attend The
CCCUMIC
SCUCCI_
Thursday,
February 24th
Regional
Special Events
Center

NEW Arrival of prom dresses & accessones. Name
brands: Alyce, Cassandra
Stone & Amber Nicole.
Sizes 2-26. Merle Norman
of Benton, KY. Call 270527-8899.

025
Personals
SINGLES
Spring fever 2000?
Tired of being alone?
Meet that
special someone
Heartland Connection

14300-87s-7385
040
Roommate
Wanted
ROOMMATE $250/ rent
Deposit plus 1/2 utilities
759-3768.
060
Help Wanted

LONG TERM CARE INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new L.T.C. policies pay for care in a
Nursing
Home, Assisted
Living
Facilities or even in the comfort of your
Own Home. Also, even a family member, not currently living with you, may
be able to provide the care.
Everyone would rather stay at home if
possible and now these policies may pay
for such care.

ARE You Connected
Internet users wanted
$350- $800/ week
1-888-838-0750
www career-4u-now com

DO YOU
Like Working in shorts
& sneakers? Love to
travel? Like working
..with co-ed groups? Then
this jobs for you! No
experience needed Paid
training. transportation &
lodging. Guaranteed
return Call Amy at
888-876-2339
Great first iob!

Help Wanted

Halp Wanted

DURABLE MEDICAL
EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN. Full time
equipment
technician
needed at progressive
medical related business.
Duties will include the
delivery, set up and service
of medical equipment.
Health, Dental, Vision.
Prescription and 401(k)
benefits available. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040-H Murray, KY 42071.
EMPLOYMENT
Opportunity
Progressive local
(regional) telecommunications firm seeks applicants
for the position of
Telephone Receptionist.
This full time entry level
position is responsible for
answering multiple lines
and passing calls to proper person or department,
maintaining list of staff not
in office, messages, and
other duties within busy
office environment as
needed_ Experience with
multi-line key system a
plus.Resumes must be
sent to
West Kentucky Rural
Telephone Cooperative,
Attention. Personnel
Department,
P0 Box 649,
Mayfield, KY 42066-0649,
and must arrive before
March 1, 2000
NO telephone calls will be
accepted concerning this
position

FULL Time people needed
for landscape installation
and maintenance crews.
Apply in person at Rolling
Hills Nursery. 3860 U.S.
HWY 641 North- Murray.

EXPERIENCED
Cable
Installers needed asap
Full time, great pay, tools
required But not necessary to start work Installers
with own truck a bonus.
Start asap. Call 759-0882.
if not in, leave message
HANDYMAN,
Electric,
mechanic, carpentry preferred.
References
required Apply in person
at Design A Quilt. 95
Chestnut, Murray

Mrs. Ann
Reader 8, Advisor

CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTF

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY,INC.

060

060
Notice

Monthly income
available'

753-4199

5

0 ct
,

Guaranteed 5 years

Murray, KY

Lici

Love, Marlene, Pat,
Sandy Sr Marcy

EXCHANGE
Student
seeks family to help financially and possibly room
and board. Call 759-8542

McConnell
Insurance, Inc.

c_rompsawrarampr_raurap

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
JACKIE HENNEBERGER
020

100% reinsured!
100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

From: Mom & Dad, Dave & Jan,
Dan & Ginger, Chris, Julie
and Danielle too!

February 23. 2000

Notice

TAX
DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST.

Happy 50th
Birthday Jackie
Henneberger

OUR BABY SISTER IS
50 YEARS OLD TODAY!!

020

020

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale,
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
'1 give advice or Business Marriage and Love Attars
'Bring Your Problems to Me-I will Help Health Matters Depression
'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compare Me With Imitators

8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
Bring Ad In For Discount

753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
a.

208 S 12th Street
Murray. Ky. 42071

For Appointment Phone
(270) 767-0505

SEEKING Individual to fill
new position as Travel
Consultant for 30 hours per
week in the Murray Office.
Experience preferred but
not necessary. Call Eric to
schedule an interview at
753-4646.

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered

Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060

060
Help Wanted

thdp Wanted

LOCAL
Established
Insurance Agency seeking
Customer
Service
Representative. Previous
Insurance experience no
required. Benefit package
provided including Health
Insurance and retirement
plan. Send resumes to.
P.O. Box 1040-A Murray,
KY 42071.

RETAIL
Salesperson
needed for Retail Shoe
Store. Downtown Murray.
Part time position. Hours
range from 18hrs one
week, next week 38hrs.
Apply in person at 100
South 5th St., Murray.

SHONEY'S Inn
1503 North 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Now accepting applications for Front Desk and
housekeeping positions.
No phone calls, please.
SHONEY'S Inn.
1503 North 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071.
Now hinng for front desk
manager positions Send
resume to address listed.
Please, no phone calls.

NOW Hiring waitress &
dancers at the Foxy Lady.
Paris, TN. No experience
needed. $500. week, guarantee for Dancers.
901-642-6177,
901-644-0107

NURSING ASSISTANTS

SEEKING Full or part time
registered dental hygienist
growing
for
practice.
Please send resumes to:
Jeffrey T. Morns, D.D.S.
324 Tyson Avenue, Pans,
TN 38242.

Computer Professionals

Prefer Certified but will
train for certification. Full or
Part Time
(7-3; 3-11 ;11-7 shifts)

Accela.com. fast growing Internet company based
in San Francisco, has the following positions available in Murray, KY.

RN

Software QA Manager, Software QA Engineers,
Web Development Engineers (ColdFusion,
Javascript, COM), Software Engineers (C, C++,
VB, Prolifics), DB Administrators (Oracle, SQL,
DB2), Release Engineer.

SUPERVISOR

Licensed with the Kentucky
Board of Nursing. Part-time
(3-11PM shift- every other
weekend)
Benefits for
both positions Include:
Health/ Dental Ins; Life Ins,
Vacation/Holiday/ Sick pay:
Retirement
Plan;
Attendance
Bonus;
Childcare;
Tuition
Reimbursement:
CONTACT:
Cathleen Haley, RN;
Clinical Coordinator @
762-1591 or pick up application at
WestView Nursing Home
1401 South 16 St:
Murray, KY. 42071.
LOCAL Childcare Center
needs full time worker.
Must be 18 or over and
have a high school diploma
and meet all state & canter
requirements. Apply at
1610 Ryan Ave.

Director of Pharmacy
Jackson Purchase Medical Center in
Mayfield, Kentucky has an immediate full-time opening for a Director of
Pharmacy. Responsibility will be for
the overall operation of the Pharmacy
Department. The position will require extensive
interaction between management, medical
staff, and hospital staff. Must be organized and
able to develop a planning approach of progam
implementation, while exhibiting a high degree
of professional excellence characterized by
sound independent judgment, initiative, and a
high standard of ethics. Education and experience should include pharmacology degree from
an accredited college of pharmacy. Must have
and maintain a current license from the state
Board of Pharmacy. At least one year of experience in a hospital setting with management,
supervisory and financial responsibility preferred. Qualified applicants should submit
resumes and references to Jackson Purchase
Medical Center Human Resource Department,
1099 Medical Center Circle, Mayfield, KY.

e

EOE M/FN

Administrative Assistant
Jackson Purchase
Medical
Center in Mayfield, Kentucky
has an immediate opening
for
temporary
full-time
Administrative Assistant. The position
will transition into a part-time position
by mid summer of 2000. Responsibilities
will include coordinating and typing of
special projects, providing clerical support to the Administrative Staff, and
answering the telephone and taking
messages. Education and experience
should include high school graduate
required with Associates Degree preferred. One to two years of technical
business/secretarial training required.
In addition, excellent written and verbal
communication skills are required. All
qualified applicants can apply at your
local Department of Employment
Services.

e

EOE M/FN

WANTED:
go carts &
need iniq

560 Free Column

Mete Wanted

Fax: (270) 435-4612 or e-mail: druckenna@opendaytasystems.corn

Media-67)1
A leading national cable provider is looking for
career-minded individuals to fill several part-time
Customer Service Representative positions.
Applicants should be able to work a flexible schedule including nights, weekends, and holidays.
Proven customer eervice experience preferred, but
not required. Computer and telephone skills a
plus. Send resume to:
Mediacom
Attn: Customer Service Manager
90 Main Street
Benton, KY 42025

THE National Scouting
Museum is accepting applications for the outdoor
Challenge
Gateway
Course. Weekdays and
weekends June- Aug and
weekends only April, May,
September and October.
Please come to the office
of the museum and submit
an application. Must be 18
years of age. Application
deadline: March 2, 2000.
Minimum wage. No phone
inquiries please.
WANTED: Local hot shot
driver. 2500 miles weekly.
759-4592.
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT &
MARINA hiring for the
2000 Season as follows:
Store Clerks- MARINA,
Part
time
4
days;
RESORT,
full
time.
Housekeeper- RESORT
must be able to work any of
the 7 days a week, hours
vary.
Dock
Outside
Person- MARINA, full time:
Outside
Grounds
Maintenance- RESORT,
Full time. All positiohs must
be able to work some
weekends and holidays
and in good physical
health, retirees welcome.
weekdays
Call
only,
between 9:00 to 4:00 for
interview and job application.
270-354-6568.
Located on HWY 68 at
Jonathan Creek.
WILLOW Pond Restaurant
in Aurora, hiring all positions. Apply in person
Fri- Sun 4-7pm. No calls
please.

NOTICE
The City of Murray has the following job
opportunity:
Position: Wastewater Plant Operator/Trainee
Department: Murray Water/Wastewater
Division
Salary for the position (depending on training and experience) $7.46 per hour minimum.
City of Murray benefit package includes
health insurance, retirement plan, longevity,
sick and vacation days.
Job applications and descriptions for the
above listed position are available at the City
Clerk's office located in City Hall at 207 S.
5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you
have questions concerning this position,
please contact the Personnel Office at 270762-0353.
Deadline for accepting applications is at 5:00
p.m. Tuesday, February 29, 2000.
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer
Drug screening will be required
of successful applicant

Put a smile on my face
You can be one of
the dedicated individuals who provide
a stable home environment to children
who are unable to
live with their natural
parents or other family members. Foster
parents play a vital
role in the battle
against child abuse
and neglect.
If you've considered becoming a foster
parent, give us a call. Foster parents are
eligible to receive tax-free compensation
And we offer 24-hour suppnr1

1415 St RI 45 N. Maytio4d, KY 42066
Julie Denflp • 270-251-2661
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Position Wanted

DO you have a loved one
who needs a care giver?
Medically trained, experienced with rehab and
stroke patients. 20 yrs.
expenence. Excellent references. 435-4047

BABYSITTER for Syr. old.
M-F 5:30AM-4:45PM City
or Northside Calloway Co.
759-5393.
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
LOOKING For someone in
New Concord or Hamlin
area, to keep school age
children. (2) before & after
school. Approx. 6-10hrs
week. 436-2119.
LOVING Grandma will
babysit in my home.
Weekends available. 7590757.
WANTED: Someone to
provide full- time live- in
home care for disabled
woman. Good driving
expenence required Room
& board plus salary
Weekends off. References
required Call Kathy
270-554-8709
WILL Do house cleaning or
ironing in your home Call
474-2131, leave message

BUSINESS
Tenant
Wanted Space available
for Barber Shop, Beauty
Shop Retail Sales or
Offices
Olive Branch
Realty 767-9900
FRANCHISE restaurant for
sale High volume sales
Excellent location, currently operating. Owner assis-

Spec(Dazed Alternative Family Environments

BUYING S
1950's-19.
Antiques
759-3456.
CASH pax
rifles, sho
tols. Be,
Goods,
Murray.
FURNITUI
Primitive),
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or all. Call

tance/training

available

Contact P.O Box 1040-F.
Murray, Ky 42071
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
300

120

320

Compaters
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates
Internet Service
South On Route 121
436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a.m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted
MDM COMPUTERS
All your computing needs
A+ Certified Technician
Micheal McDougal
0759.3556
140
Want to Buy
BUYING S
toys from
950's-1970's. Or older.
Antiques & Collectibles_
759-3456.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables.
and other antiques, 1 piece
or all Call 753-3633
WANTED Riding mowers,
go carts & 4 wheelers that
need work 436-2867
150
Articles
For Sale
ANTIQUE Oak table/ six
chairs.
Kenmore
microwave & cart; allied
radio. 2 speakers. Clothing
rack, earring
display,
upright vacuum. Garden
cart.
759-9159
ATTENTION
Diabetics:
Get all your testing supplies at no cost to you,
including free syringes. If
you have Medicare you
qualify. 1-800-882-6822.
HITACHI 8mm
Video
Camera With Case $160
492-8446

ings. Coleman RE 7594118. Also 12x65 rent to
own.

LARGE Bag of stuffed animals. All shapes & sizes.
$15. Call 759-9215, ask for
Sherry.
12X43 Mobile Home in
PROM Dresses only worn New Concord. $135/mo
once. Royal blue with Call 436-2427.
sequins & matching san285
dals. $100. White w/silver
71•••1onse Lots For Rent
sequins. $50. Call 7591683.
SLABS, Lg. bundles- $10.
Want to Buy- Living room
furniture. 901-782-3355 or
901-782-3416.
, A71,1111103

[
1131
Uprigh
WHIRLPOOL
reezer Good condition
$150. Call 435-4009.
160
Home Furnishings

DOUBLE Wide Lease lots
Purchase option
753-9270
LOT for rent 492-8488
LOTS For rent
Toskuna Place
753-9270

2BR, w/d hook up. Quiet
neighborhood. No pets.
$335/ month. Call
753-6931
2BR. 1 bath. Call Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444
2BR. near MSU. $325.
Water furnished Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
4BR, 2 bath on Dtuguid
Available now. Coleman
RE. 759-4118
AVAILABLE immediately
1&2 bedroom apts. Also 1
bedroom handicap accessible apt. Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts. 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity

PRIME building site avail- DUPLEX With Carport. 2br,
able for 2-3 yrs. Coleman --1 betn-C4.0•41,r-app4iaoce6
furnished. W/D hook up. 1
RE. 759-4118.
year lease, $400/ mo.
PRIME building site avail$400. security deposit.
able for 2-3 yrs. Coleman
753-3116.
RE. 759-4118.
DUPLEX, 2br. 18021/2-A
Monroe Ave. $375.
753-8002.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958....

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat 9-4
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566
4PC Mahogany 4 post
bedroom set. (full size)
$500. Like new, Cherry
Thomasvile bunk beds.
$500. Oak 4 post twin bed.
$150. Like new, top quality
Sealy plush mattress & box
springs. (full or twin) $1501
set. 901-644-3335.

460
Foe Rant

CONTEMPORARY
Office Space
Furniture. 6 chairs, chrome
Various size units
& wood, chrome base
Cocktail
table.
table
Walnut Plaza
w/chrome & marble. Desk
104 N. 5th
with rod iron & glass top
or
753-8302
wichair.
753-9621
753-5902, 753-8281
COUCH & chair, blue &
white plaid 2 1/2 years old,
320
good condition $250.00
Apartments For Rani
call 753-0943
KING Waterbed with head- 1 OR
2br apts near downboard and matching furnitown Murray starting at
ture $500 obo 753-2279
$200/mo. 753-4109
210
lEIR apt available, all appliFirewood
ances furnished. Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444.
SEASONED Firewood1BR Apt Walk to MSU
U-haul 753-4109
Clean, 753-2084
260
1BR Furnished apt. $225.
yr.•• Home LOS For Sale
month plus deposit. No
pets. 121N, next to fairOWNER
Financing
grounds. 270-753-3139.
Available Call now 7591BR, 2 blocks to MSU
0757.
Rental assistance, stove &
270
refrigerator, clean, EHO
MOM.Homes For Sale
Call 436-5685
1BR apt $150/mo +
1991 BUCCANEER 16x80
deposit 753-9826
with
double
carport.
Concrete drive on dead 1BR. duple apt. Very
nice
area.
end St. Near Aurora, Ky. clean,
8x20 glassed in sun porch Appliances furnished. Call
with additional porch for 753-8588.
storage. 1/2 acre of 1BR., completely furground. All electric, out- nished_ Water included,
buildings for additional low utilities. $225/mo.
References & deposit
storage.
required. No pets.
270-527-2532
753-3949
1991 Fleetwood 14x64
841-0166.
trailer. 2br, 1 bath. Large
front & back porch with 2 bedroom, 1 bath, gas
underpinning. C/H/A, like heat $275/mo. 753-3415
or 753-7123 weekends
new. 753-2905.
1998 16x80 Legend. Gas 2BR Apt. near campus, no
heat & stove. 3br, 2 baths. pets. 753-5980. 753-1203
Must be moved. $24,000. after 5p.m.
obo. Call 435-4401.
Duplex. 15171,12
2BR
4 lots. 120ft/200ft. 1997 Henry St. Appliances fur16x70
mobile
home, nished. Rent $350. Deposit
garage, & other out build- $350. Call 435-4125.

FOR Sublease or rent.
Nice 1br, 1 bath. W/D,
refrigerator & dish washer.
$325. 1615-A Chris Drive.
759-5566, 573-545-3836.
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N. 16th
St., now accepting applications for 2br townhouses.
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F.
Equal
Housing
Opportunity.

HAZEL Apartments
COACH Estates/ Fox
Now taking applications for
Meadows, located in the
1 & 2br units. Rent based
heart of Murray's finest reson income. Mobility impairidential communities, offer
ment accessible. Phone:
City Police and Fire
492-8721. Mon & Thurs
Protection. Lots with City
9-ham. TDD No.
Water, sewer and trash
1-888-662-2406.
Equal
pick up furnished. $95.
Housing Opporunity.
753-3855.

Section 8 Property now
accepting applications for
1 2 & 3BR apartments
Please call 753-8221
EHO
UPDATED 2br, 1 bath with
carport Lease required, 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905
VERY Roomy 2br, 2 bath
with garage. Appliances
furnished with washer/
dryer. Central gas H/A. 1
month
1
year lease
deposit. No pets. 7532905.
HILLDALE
Apartments.
now taking applications for
1,2, & 3 bedroom apts.
Equal Opportunity
Housing.
TDDa 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 287.
Office phone 437-4113.
Hours Mon-Fri
7:30AM-3:30PM
LARGE Duplex in private
area. Central gas H/A.
Utility room. Lease plus
deposit. $450/ month. No
pets. 759-1087.

bbbb
ABSOLUTE
AUCTION
Horse equipment,
name brands, saddles to brushes,
factory & store
buyouts.
Fri., Feb. 25th
6:30 p.m.
Calloway Inn
U.S. Hwy.641 S.
(across from Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet)

931-829-2972
HORSE Trailer- 1993
Ponderosa. 2 horse gooseneck, new paint, fully
enclosed, sink, stove, air
conditioner. 12V and 110
electrical, new tires. $5500.
obo. 759-0586.
400
Yard Sale

2 (3br) Houses Gas heat
consider rent to own
753-4109
2BR Upstairs. $285/ month
plus deposit. 2 bath, downstairs $400/ month plus
deposit. Entire House
$650.+ deposit. Call 4892296.
3BR, 1 bath house 2
blocks from University.
759-1346
4BR House for rent. 21/2
baths. With C/H/A. 1705
Miller. Owner on Premises
9am- 4p.m Call 210-7847.
4BR. 2 bath house. 3
blocks from University.
759-1346.
EXTREMELY Nice home in
town. $625 per month
759-1346
HAZEL. 2BR., appliances.
Lease/deposit/references.
492-8526.
NEWLY Redecorated 2br,
2 bath home. C/H/A, appliances. 2 car carport. 3.2
miles on 121N. $600.+
deposit & references. No
pets.
Call
753-2041
Between 6 & 9p.m.
VERY Nice, Large 3br
house. Gas heat, stove,
refrigerator, Washer &
dryer. 605 Sycamore.
$500 month. 753-0919.
1-800-589-795B.

MovingTag Sale
10:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Thurs., Feb. 24
1005 Apt. 1
Southwood Dr.
Dinette, sofa, rugs,
lamps, chairs, etc.
Many things, low
prices.

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

FOR SALE
Burley Gold Dirt
$7.50 It
Tobacco Trays
2 Sites - 288 & 134
$1.10
Rolls of Plastic - Guaranteed Not To Leal
16x10
20l0()

$40.00 lit •;1
$50.00 R4d

Call 210-4797 or 435-4131
IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT

3BR , 2 bath Lakefront
Subdivision with 4 lots
total New septic on 1 lot,
ready to build $29,900
435-4632
48R, 31/2 baths Bonus
room, sun room 2 car
garage 2 years old.
492-8737.
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
2 bath brick Double lot,
town's edge
Easy financing
753-4109/ 759-8093
FOR sale by owner; House
and 4 lots. 3 large garages
& fish dressing shed.
Within 1 mile of
Kentucky Lake. Owner will
finance.
Nice
house.
$49,500. 270-436-5170.
IN Paris, Beautiful house
for sale: One owner, corner
lot, brick. 3br, 2 bath in
excellent condition. C/A,
gas heat, lots of closets,
storage space & amenities.
2 carports. 1800sq. ft. living space. $119,500. 901644-3335.
NEW house 11/2 story w/
2200 sqft. On 1.4 acres. 5
minutes north of Murray.
$117,000. Call after 5PM.
753-7930. or 753-4499.
OPEN DAILY- New 4br,
21/2 bath home at 2002
Rugby Drive in Campbell
Est. Call 753-3903 for further information.

main. 11 to 1 dome pistons
with all the extras. Ready
for assembly. $3,000. Call
759-8017 after 6p m. or
leave message.
1987 Toyota 4x4 Many new
parts. $3,000 or best offer.
Call 437-3130, leave message. Owner anxious to
sell.

DARKFIRED. Holds 21/2
3
acres.
Between
Coldwater and Stella. 4892116.
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Lets For Ws
1996 YZ250 FMF pipe
1 ACRE Lots m/1 with Plus extras $2500
753-2279
restrictions 5 miles North of
Murray. Great location to
your new home, dou
Sport Utility Venicles
blewide or modular home.
Starting at $7,000. Call 1985 Jeep CJ7
270-759-9192 or email Runaround fun 753-4131
koutland@aciex.net
1985 JIMMY Blazer 4x4
11/2 ACRE Lot. 7 miles 100,xxx miles $2000
North of Murray. 753-1967
436-5508
11/2 ACRE Lot. 7 miles 1995 GEO Tracker. Red,
North of Murray. 753-1967 4x4, hard top High miles.
MURRAY Estates. Lots for $4500. 270-436-5211 after
sale, city limits. Private 3:30p.m.
country style living. Watch
490
for our entrance on 94W.
Used Cars
Call 270-435-4487 or 1888-673-0040.
1980 PORSCHE 924
Far Rent

1992 Full size Bronco custom. 77K miles, V-8, auto.
$9200. obo. 14' Jon boat,
trailer, 15hp Johnson with
blind. $900. Call
901-247-5567.

ADAM'S Home
Improvements
Additions, Decks, painting,
remodeling, replacement
windows, repairs, vinyl
siding, roofing.
No Job Too Small.
492-6267
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, gutter cleaning,
etc. 436-2867.

Savings
From
A to Z

Asleep

Supplies

10.6 ACRES, HWY 280
Pasture, creek, woods.
$1750. per acre. Terms.
753-4984.

registered
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- AKC
11 TRACTS OF LAND
4br house w/washer & Dachshund puppies. 6
dryer, furnished, near weeks old. Shots & 7-12 Acres per tract.
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main wormed. $200 each. 270- Property located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
St. 753-1252 before 5pm, 753-8506
753-0606 after 5pm
DOG obedience classes or Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80. For
NICE 2BR duplex. Stove, private. Serving Murray 17
more information please
years.
436-2858
refrigerator. Lease/deposit.
view property, review postNo pets $425. 1819 NOW Taking orders for
ed data, then please call.
Ridgewood 753-7457
AKC Golden Retriever
270-441-2253.
Puppies. Will be ready
NOW available
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
March
Call
19th
$200.
1 room studio, just off camplease available. Pick your woodpus. New carpet, remod- 270-474-8340,
ed hillside choice of
leave
a
message.
759eled. Coleman RE
acreage from 2 on up.
4118.
SAMOYED & Pekingese
Restricted. 1 tract with
now.
puppies.
Ready
RED OAKS APTS
pond located 5 minutes
270-382-2331_
Special
North of town. Call for pri$100 Deposit
vate showing today. 7531BR From $280
2905.
Vt01)71
.70 inn
TIEZI:rr
2BR From $325
Call Today!
[
11111Reiess For Bei,
753-8668.

THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING

12.200 sq. ft. Warehouse Also Avadabl.

759•06.ii

ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and acces
sories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation.
Beasley's Antenna
8 Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056

APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience. BOBBY
1996 EXT. Cab Dodge
HOPPER, 436-5848
truck. 1 owner, 60,xxx
BACKHOE SERVICE
miles. Aqua/ white. Days
ROY HILL. Septic system,
759-5244 after 5p.m.
drive-ways, hauling, foun489-2375
dations, etc. 436-2113.
1998 Chev. S-10LS; 21xxx;
BEAT The Spring Rush!
5 spd; PS/PB; A/C AM/FM
Additions- Remodelingcassette; mint condition;
Vinyl Siding- Windows
extras. $10,499; 801 Carol
Bad Credit- No CreditDR.; Call 753-8849
No Problem Financing.
1999 DODGE, SWB, 2
Call Toll Free
wheel drive, sport pack877-294-5777.
age. 1-2 ton, 4,xxx
270-759-5475.
$16,500. 270-527-3023.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protec1988 RUNABOUT 18'f tion high quality, excellent
boat $3,000 759-4065 value Roy Hill 436-2113
after 5pm
CHIM
Chim
Chimney
530
Sweep Chimney Cleaning_
•.
ces Offered
10% SR Discount. Tracy
Manning. 435-4006.
A-1 Tree Service
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Stump removal& tree
Additions, garages, decks,
spraying
remodeling, vinyl siding
437-3044
492-8737 or
20Yrs experience
Free estimates
753-5592
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
FENCING
Decks, Home Additions,
Midway Fence Company.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Chain link, & custom wood
Garages, Carports, Pole
privacy fences, installation
Barns, Metal Buildings,
and repairs at reasonable
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
prices. Dickie Farley.
Installed
&
Finished.
759-1519.
Workmanship.
Quality
Affordable
Rates.
Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.

EASTSIDE

TUCKASEE IRRIGATION
1-800-725-5986

[
gatn4ce.C4ftered
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling* Repairs.
Custom Cabinets*
Concrete Work AGO
Certified
435-4272
REDUCED
1998 Ford Windstar Van- ALL
Carpentry,
All
GL. Luggage rack, traction Electrical. Home building.
control, dual air, 4 captain additions,
remodeling,
chairs. 33,000
miles. porches, decks Rotten
$13,800.(270)247-5265
floors, sagging
roofs
Home & Mobile repair,
500
vinyl siding. References.
Used Trucks
Licensed & insured. Call
1981 SILVERADO. Good Larry Nimmo. Day- 753running 350 with CD sound 9372 Night- 753-0353
system. $3,000. 350 4 bolt Accept Visa or Mastercard
1995 GMC
Safari Conversion SWB
Loaded! Good condition
New tires, TVNCR
Super Nintendo, power
seats, 2 AM\FM cassette
stereos and much more
Before 5PM 753-6593
after 5PM 753-1775

753-3853

380

ASV

Missed

Turbo. 57,xxx miles.
New tires, paint, good
condition. Asking $3.000.
753-0089.
360
LOT For rent or lease.
Storage Rents%
Inside city of Hazel. Good 1988 Honda Accord. Air,
tilt, 5 speed. 45,xxx on new
for flea market. Call
C-STORAGE
engine. $2300.
270-492-8140.
10x15 storage units, 4th St
753-0879
450
& Sycamore E. Next to
1990
929
Mazda. Loaded,
Farms For Sale
Cunningham Auto Repair.
good condition. 97,xxx
753-3571.
miles. $2900. 753-0569
29 ACRES Flat to rolling
5p.m.
land. Plus 2br brick rental after
Neon Beach
1991
DODGE Dynasty.
house. Located 2.5 miles
$2,000
489-2989
City
South
West
of
MSU.
Mini-Storage
water. Ideal for develop- 1994 CHEVY Classic
All Size Units
ment or estate living.
Caphce LS. Loaded with
Available
502-499-2559.
extras. Leather, new tires,
extra clean. 115,xxx miles.
8.8 acres
$7500. 489-2441.
Horse Haven With
CREEKVIEW STORAGE1995 Maxima 492-8411
Affordable Home!
$20-$40. On Center Drive. Barn, sheds and fencing 1996 HYUNDAI Accent. 4
Behind Tom's Grille
go with this 2BR well main- door, nice, good gas
759-4081.
tained home with detached mileage. $4250. 270-527Low
$50's. 3023
NORTHWOOD
storage garage.
presently has units avail- Immediate possession.
1998 NISSAN Altima
Brenda Wright
able. 753-2905 or 753270-527-5540
Century 21
7536.
89 Cougar. 6 cyl. loaded,
Waldrop & Waldrop
good condition. $1795.00
270-247-2734.
767-0101
APPROX. 10 acres will
divide into 5 acre tracts,
just off Coles Campground 1
Road on Springs Rd.
753-9502, 559-5062.
119 Main • 753-6266

"Murray's fat Enterprise Zone"

New & Used, Engine & PTO Pumps,
Aluminum & PVC Pipe, Soft & Hard Hose
Travelers, all for water and slurry, parts
also. We Rent Slurry Pumping Equipment.
"Early Order Program"' - Save 10% on
products from the 1999 Price List - Offer
Ends -2/29/00.

530
For Sale

SWOON

STORAGE

NEW 1br apt. University
Heights. Stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d. $325.
2br Duplex. 5 miles, Almo.
Stove, refrigerator, w/d,
C/H/A. $375. Deposit, no
pets. 753-4937. M-F, 615.
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ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction •
Remodeling* Repairs.
Custom Cabinets.
Concrete Work. AGC
Certified.
435-4272.

•\, vi Ciiiiistruction
Fan.
•Rcu lying
*Panel t',Trade,
f',1,4 ,r1

(270)354-9489

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect

'99.95

rcLof-

DAVES Carpentry-"
Home Improvement•
Remodels Decks,
Additions We Do It Right
270-474-8417
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Services. "Cleaning" vinyl
siding, homes, mobile:
homes, boats, brick drive-:
ways, parking lots, all exte-:
nor cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured,
Completely
Mobile. Phone 502-7694734.
DAVID'S HOME
IMPROVEMENT
*Replace rotten or water
damaged floors.
.
floor
.Install braces &
Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors. *Replace or repair water
and drain lines.
•Install moisture barriers
Plus.., all other home
David
improvements.
Gallimore, Owner. Free
Estimates, 901-247-5422.
DEAD Shrub & Tree
Removal Call
270-435-4645
DORNBUSCH
Construction
Custom built homes, addi•
tions, remodels or repairs:
Call 753-1245
ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling, or just replacing a switch.
Licensed & Insured.
753-0834
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
1-800-636-5262

d'sh
h

DIRECTV

Best Prices On Pagers & Cell Phones

tql

Come see us at our new location

408 N. 12th St.
'Next to Pizza Hut

Four Star Mobile Home
Parts & Service
(270) 492-8488
Vinyl Underpinning

K-Rok Underpinning
1 pc white rubber rods

14x7028" avg hgW

8818.00

$1.89 per sq

Combination Door

ft installed

Treated Decks
w+completed handralls
5.x10....$460.00

Single Blank Door

8120.00
Aluminum & Vinyl Windows

ioxi6....$1040.00
12x20....1510.00

5 miles south of Murray on 641 Hwy
Serving West KenturEN & Weqt Tennessee for 13 sear,

David's Home Improvement
• Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
• Install braces & floor joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors
• Replace or repair water and drain lines
• Install moisture barriers.
Mus...all other home improvements.
David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates

down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.5%, APR 8.9%

901-247-5422
- 30 yr. fixed

b Brothers

Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.

753-7407

!!!!KENTUCKY LAKE HOME
OPEN HOUSE!!!
SUNDAY,FEB. 27TH • 2-4 P.M.
Location: 117 Sparrow Lane, Gilbertsville, Ky
Directions, Hwy. 641 N. - right on Tatumsville Rd. left on Little Bear Hwy. - left on Quail Hills - left on
Sparrow Ln. Watch for signs.
Water Front Alterative - If a lake front home on
Kentucky Lake, is your dream, hut the price is just
out of reach, consider this. Just a short walk to the
lake, a slight view of the lake and your own boat slip
MLS 1831Icl
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21,

Southern Heritage Real Estate
Mary McGregor

(270) 362-8632

•

D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your
ing needs. 436-2613.

Customers!!

Installed In
Your lllll

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money

3BR . 2 bath bnck home on
large lot in Oaks Estates 2
car attached garage, 2 car
detached garage, new central gas unit, new dishwasher.
753-0621

CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging,
Free Estimates
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 853-4188

753-0530
FREE to PRIMESTAR

Dish Network

•Steady income history

3BR, 2 bath downstairs
Cozy 2br upstairs. C/H/A
appliances, 12/3 acres
Selling for less than
appraisal. 489-2296.
3BR, 2 bath, 2 car garage
41/2 acres, 3011 pool Must
see, 753-2279

CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar

Wood
Electronics, Inc,

8285.00

BLUEGRASS
ELECTRIC

CONTRACTING
Roofing, vinyl siding additions, decks, kitchen
remodeling, restoration
work Guaranteed Quality
Work 25 Years experience Call Walters
Contracting, 753-2592

7,80-1

Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

LICENSED 42111131E11

Free EttlMairc

Tree Trimming

24 Hr Servu e

Cleanup Crnier

Hedge Trimming Full brie of
Equipment
Tree eft Slump
Removal
I 'PM/

•
•
•

Carpet Installation Inc.
By qualified installers
We install carpet, vinyl, tile,
0!, hardwood & laminated
) floors.
sid
4
Residential
ential or
•
Commercial

759-1591

•
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FOYAELLS Tree Setvice
LEE'S
Tnmming removal, stump
CARPET
gnncling, firewood Insured
489-2839
CLEANING
GUTTERS
Emergency Water
High quality seamless aluRemoval Furniture
minum gutters gutter sup
FREE Estimates
plies, gutter repair and
Call Today
shutters Variety of colors
753-5827
Free estimates Call West
NEED A House or
Ky Seamless Gutters
Lot To Build On?
753-0278
Bad Credit"- No Credit?
HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
No Problem Financing
wanted No job too small
Available 877-294-5771
Yes, we clean gutters Ph
270-759-5475
753-2388 or 436-5759
Pager 414-2006
IF You are moving to a new
RICK'S Roofing & Repairs
location and need profesShingles, flat roofs & metal
sional reliable movers call
roofs Free estimates
270-623-6092 Voice Mail270-437-4559.
210-6987
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
TUCKER LAWN CARE
Removal Insured with full
SERVICES
line of equipment Free
Mowing, tnmming, leaf &
estimates Day or night
clipping removal, dethatch753-5484
mg, aeration, overseeding
fertilization,
bed
&
mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609

YARD TECH
Lawn Care
Dependable insured
Residential or
Commercial 437-4723

MAKE WOIUM
POINTI
Advertising is the best way
to make points with prime
prospects who are ready
wilhng and able to buy

Ray and Frances Waggoner, Commerce Centre ambassadors
since 1987, represent Murray at the 1999 Kentucky State Fair.

LEDGER & TIMES
753-191

M.S. Construction
Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& RoofRepairs

Professional Work
Free Estimates

489-6125

HAMILTON CO.

'C011270-33-1916 to
nice your liodger
Tirnin Classified od nowl

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

FREE MOBILE HOME,
U-HAUL 2br, 2 bath & 2br,
1 bath Very clean Call
759-4399

CLASSIFIED

r
• VVe realty cieoned up
%AM our Gaage Sciel"

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 2000

Open by appointment Call or Fax 753-8087
1.8 miles north on 121
Granite - cut, shaped & polished for kitchen coun
ters, fireplace surrounds, serving lines, desk tops
Natural Marble - Bathroom vanities, tub
decks, fireplace surrounds
Tumble Stone - Tub decks, kitchen splashes.
fireplace surrounds
Ceramic Tik - 12x12 or 16xI6 over 50,000 sq ft. in
stock cement board, grouts and thinset all stock items.

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

Ambassadors needed for
upcoming tourism season
The Murray Tourism Commission and the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
invite all interested persons to attend
an Ambassador orientation and light
luncheon Feb. 23 at noon.
The Murray Tourism Commission and the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce are
gearing up for another busy tourism
season. March 1 officially kicks
off the annual opening of the
National Scouting Museum, as well
as Murray's tourism season.
To prepare for increased business at the Commerce Centre office
from March to October, the tourism
commission and chamber of commerce annually invite local retired
community members to join the
Ambassador program.
This program, which is in its
13th year, proves to be of great
benefit to the staff at the Commerce Centre, which is the "front
door" to the community and to
Murray and Calloway County as
a whole.
The Murray ambassadors have
become an integral part of the
Commerce Centre operations by
bringing to the office a unique
knowledge of this community, its
attractions and its people. These

753-1916

To learn more about volunteering at the Commerce Centre, contact Gargus at (270) 759-2199.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
*** Your high ideals can occasionally
lead you astray. It seems you see people
as you would like to see them, rather than
as they are. Be realistic, and you might
find yourself less disappointed. Take a
stem look at finances; revamp if need be.
Tonight: Meet another's requests.
TAURUS (Apnl 20-May 20)
** Others mean well, but they distract
you from your various projects. A boss
might spout many ideas, but he might not
be looking at some bottom lines. Don't
burst his bubble: ultimately, you will
only upset one person. Tonight: Don't go
along unless you really want to.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Face facts. Take a hard look at
possibilities before launching into action.
You could easily overlook certain key
facts in an effort to be optimistic and positive. Recognize your limits. You could
get tired and miss the mark. Tonight:
Early to bed.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You trust another, but even you
must shake your head at certain facts.
Others simply do not seem realistic.
Listen to your inner voice. Make sure
you know what is right for you. Your
ingenuity emerges when dealing with an
obstacle. Tonight: Why not enjoy yourself?
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Another might really be able to
pull the wool over your eyes if you don't
keep them open. Canng taints your perspective when dealing with this person.
Check out an investment carefully. Be
aware of the time you are spending on a

BORN TODAY
Actor Edward James Olmos (1947),
actress Helen Shaver (1951). singer
Rupert Holmes (1947)

By Pete
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BY SUPPORTING THE ARTS

MasterCard

Call Us Today!

volunteers have chosen to donate
their time and energies one morning or afternoon a week to help
promote Murray.
Ambassadors assist in everything
from greeting and talking with visitors and those interested in relocating to Murray, to distributing
brochures, compiling
vacation
packets and representing Murray
at local, regional and state trade
shows.
Judy Gargus, executive director of the Murray Tourism Commission and coordinator of the
ambassador program, encourages
any interested Murrayans to attend
the orientation Feb. 23 to learn
about the program.
"The knowledge that our community members can share with
visitors is invaluable. If anyone is
interested in giving back to a wonderful community, becoming an
ambassador would be a helpful
way to do so," stressed Gargus.
Volunteers are needed to work
as ambassadors March 1—Oct. 31,
Monday—Friday, one morning or
one afternoon a week and on Saturday mornings.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Feb.
24. 2000.
Your imagination knows no limits this
year Though your fantasy life often provides an endless source of amusement, it
can get you in trouble when facing the
here and now. You also cannot always
share your ideas and visions easily Do
needed research; check out information
carefully. The wntten word carries an
important message for you this year. Be
open to travel and intellectual growth. If
you are single, you fall in love easily.
Still, scan your potential suitors carefully. Someone very special could enter
your life. If attached, romance blossoms
Plan that special getaway. SCORPIO
understands you.

project Tonight. Don't do anything you
don't want to do.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Understanding between you and a
co-worker reaches a new high. Talk
about goals and aspirations, and you'll
speak the same language. Listen carefully to another. Be sensitive to your professional options. Rearrange plans if you
don't feel comfortable. Tonight. Out and
about:
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Someone might be testing you,
but you don't see it. Recognize your tendency to put people on a pedestal. Don't
let another coerce you into taking a nsk
that feels uncomfortable. Financial disagreements run rampant. Tonight: Be •
captain of your checkbook.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Claim your power as others
waver with uncertainty. Your sense or
humor comes out because of a child or
loved one. Indulging him doesn't have to
hurt you. Another's negativity has more
to do with him than with you. Tonight•
Do exactly what you want!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
** Relax. Take time to observe without
reacting. Another doesn't see eye to eye
with you at work. Decide to do more for
yourself. Schedule a medical checkup
Getting back into an exercise pattern and
healthy eating habits will help you feel
better. Tonight: Easy does it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
* Establish what you want.
Network, touch base with fnends and
make that additional effort. You could he
low on creativity now, but you more than
make up for it with your strong, ambitious dnve. Don't kid yourself about a
money matter. Tonight: Where your
fnends are.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You refuse to see certain issues
clearly. A family member wants to throw
his hands in the air out of pure frustration. Brainstorm with co-workers. Put
more energy into your work. Establish a
stronger professional presence. Tonight:
In the limelight.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** What you feel and think could be
substantially different than what is realistic. Others attempt to point this out to
you, but you simply avoid the conversation. Choosing to play ostrich could have
long-term implications. Tonight: Off to
the movies.

YOU SUPPORT OUR COMMUNITY
TIRED OF CABLE RATE HMS?

SN NO
ainvisrau
NMEIn VALUE

Air
MONITOR i
USE IS AN
PRWAC4

WE PROMISE YOU

DISH 500
Digital Satellite TV System
AFTER
REBATE
Basic Professional Installation

Kentucky State Fire Marshal Certified
Provide Inspection, Testing and Service For:

Simply subscribe to one year of America's Top 100 CD programming package
Plus one Premium Movie package for only $39,98/month, and get a FREE DISH
500 Digital Satellite TV System and FREE basic Professional Installation.
Some row,tons ooply See porticipahrig retodeq tof detatis
CNOOSI Oct PREMIUM MOVIE PACKAGE

•Automatic Sprinkler Systems
•Hood & Kitchen Systems
*Fire Alarms
'Exit & Emergency Lighting
•CO2, Dry Chemical & Gas Extinguishing Systems
'Portable & Wheeled Fire Extinguishers

My 39.98
Offer Competitive Pricing On:
'Life Safety Products
'Smoke & Hazardous Gas Detectors
'Portable Fire Extinguishers
'Automatic Sprinkler System Supplies & Valves
'Fire Hoses, Nozzles, & Fire Department Connections
6333 U.S. Hwy. 45 South • Paducah, KY 42001

(270) 534-0274 • Toll Free (877) 347-3274

(Next to Pizza Hut)
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DEAR ABBY
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I was hospitalized for a major depression. When I
requested the records, the hospital
refused. Why?
DEAR READER: To begin with, you
can force your doctor or the hospital
to release your records to you. This
may require the services of an attorney, but it can be done. Such a confrontation, however, may not be in
your best interests.
The information contained in medical records is ordinarily unintelligible
to the average layman. These records
are full of technical facts and impressions, medical words, and abbreviations that make sense only to other
doctors. Even with resource material,
you are unlikely to understand the
entire record. While you may get bits
and pieces, you will miss a lot, and
this could give you an incorrect perspective.
Medical records are not magic.
They are a technique by which practitioners keep tabs on their patients.
They are shorthand notes that
describe, in a unique language and
often in terrible handwriting, what
happens to people who are sick or
injured.
Also, they are the legal property of
the doctor or hospital, not of the
patient. When a doctor releases her
records to a patient, the physician is
showing enormous respect and consideration, as well as revealing the
doctor's very private mental processes that are vital for satisfactory diagnosis and treatment. The doctor is
vulnerable when she shares this information, because — in some cases — it
may be wrongly interpreted.
The records of a patient with an
emotional illness are particularly difficult for a non-medical person to
assimilate. In addition, rehashing this
material will invariably produce a welter of pain and anguish, the very
antithesis of good medical care.
Reviewing the record might unnecessarily open up wounds and undo valuable therapy that the patient has
received.
You would do better, I believe, by
asking your physician for a verbal
summary of your depression. This
way, you can obtain the information
you desire, and it can be an integral
part of your ongoing treatment.
DEAR DR. GOTT: After going on a
strict weight-reduction diet for six
months. I became severely constipat-

ed. Now I'm hooked on laxatives and
must take up to seven doses a day.
What can I do?
DEAR READER: Strict diets often
deprive people of bulk and roughage,
leading to constipation. Perhaps you
can get back on track by adding noncaloric bulk to the foods you eat:
either more fiber and vegetables or
commercial preparations, such as
Fibercon or Metamucil. In addition,
dried fruits, such as prunes and apricots, will often relieve constipation, as
well as supply bulk and various minerals to your diet. Finally, you should
increase your fluid intake.
Avoid taking daily laxatives — especially in large quantities — because
they can cause vitamin deficiencies
and your intestine may become
dependent on them. To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report "Winning
the Battle of the Bulge." Other readers who would like a copy should send
$2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
2000 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: I never married,
but I have a 5-year-old daughter. It
has been two years since I moved
from my hometown and I haven't
had a single date here.
I started a new job last August,
where I met a man I'll call "Tony." I
have not stopped thinking about
him since the day we met. Call me
crazy, but I think he may be attracted to me as well. He has flirted
with me on many occasions, and I
see something in his eyes every
time he looks at me. I am no fool,
Abby. I know when a man is
interested.
The problem is, he has not asked
me out except for a few lunches. In
the five months I've known him, he
has been out of the country for 2 1/2
months.
I am usually shy, but I confess I
did flirt a little to let him know I
was interested. However, I didn't
want to appear desperate. He is
very shy, too, but I feel deep in my
heart that he cares. I have grown
fond of him and would like to get to
know him better. I know that I can't
just ask him out, but I feel there is
something special between us.
What should I do?
FEELING AWKWARD
IN ONTARIO
DEAR FEELING AWKWARD:
Unless there is a company
policy that forbids co-workers
from dating, I see no reason
why you shouldn't ask him to
join you for lunch on a weekend
or dinner one evening. It's leap
year — so go for broke!

Cooking
School Show

LOOKING BACK

mated household where writing
thank-you notes was considered
"women's work." However, this
is the year 2000 and times have
changed.
The responsibility does not
belong solely on your shoulders.
Divide the "chore" and have
him write to your side of the
family while you write to his.
Consider it just another way to
blend the families.

Ten years ago
Richard (Dick) Hoffman, Gerald
Owen, Carolyn Carroll, Frances
Wyatt and Stanford Andrus were
installed as new officers of MurrayCalloway County Need Line. Euple
Ward is executive director.
In high school girls basketball
games, Murray High Tigers beat
Reidland Greyhounds and Calloway County Lakers beat Fulton
County Pilots. High team scorers
DEAR ABBY: My daughter is were Jennifer Parker for Murray,
being married this summer. She Powers for Reidland, Cynthia Garwill graduate from college in May land for Calloway and Atwill for
from a school in Texas. We live on Fulton.
the West Coast where the wedding
Births reported include a boy to
will take place. Her fiance lives in
Sheila
and Albert Lencki and a boy
Arizona where they will make their
to Andrew and Scott Elder, Feb.
home.
The problem is they don't have 17.
the money to ship gifts to Arizona. I
Twenty years ago
was wondering if it would be proper
Tammy Crouse, daughter of Mr.
to ask people to take a picture of the and Mrs. Elvin Crouse, was
gift they intended to buy, and wrap crowned
as homecoming queen at
it in a box along with a check so my
daughter can purchase the item Calloway County High School. Her
when she arrives in Arizona. Is that attendants were Mina Todd, Jena
Hoke, Cindy Carson, Brenda Murtacky? Please advise.
PLANNING A WEDDING dock and Anne Sartle. Calloway
boys beat Hickman County with
DEAR PLANNING: It would Richard Smotherman as high scorer
be improper to bring up the for Calloway and Otis Allen for
subject of monetary gifts, even Hickman.
if it is "prettied up" by requestM.C. Garrott writes about Ruing that the guests enclose a
photo of the gift they had in pert Maynard and his service with
the Armed Forces in the European
mind.
However, if you are asked Theatre during World War II in his
what your daughter needs or column,"Garrott's Galley."
prefers, you may respond by
Thirty years ago
explaining that a check would
Teachers in the Murray and Calbe the most practical gift.
loway school systems were on the
job this morning in spite of the
walkout over the state of 27,000 of
the 33,00 members of the Kentucky
Education Association. In the First

DEAR ABBY: Will you please
answer a simple question? Why do
grooms (husbands) always think it
is the responsibility of the bride
(wife) to write the thank-you notes?
Moreover, why do they not know
Feb. 24 • 7 p.m.
how to write thank-you notes?
CONTRACT BRIDGE
I love my husband, but I'm about
to wring his neck. By the way, he
Doors Open at
sees himself as a writing expert and
5 p.m.
a master of the English language,
so it's not because he's illiterate; he
Regional Special
the five and South the six. West
just seems lost when it comes to East dealer.
doing this chore. I have heard that North-South vulnerable.
then shifted to the deuce ofspades,
Events Center
NORTH
this is the case with most men.
obviously a singleton. East took
•K 107
CURIOUS
dummy's ten with the jack and
Tickets $8.00
VQJ752
continued with the ace of spades,
DEAR CURIOUS: There is
•J 5
on which West had to make a
absolutely no excuse for somein advance
one who is literate not to be
+432
discard.
$10.00 at door
WEST
able to write a simple thankEAST
The winning play was not long
you note. Your husband may •2
•AQJ9843 in coming: on the ace of spades,
have been raised in a male-dom- V K
V—
West discarded the ace of clubs!
•Q 10 96 2
•8 4 3
This was undoubtedly asensational
CP A L_lf
4:7:0 11V1 1
+AKJ1087
+Q95
discard — but that was not the
SOUTH
purpose of the play.
I_CO NI COI E.
+65
The purpose was to tell East
IP A 10 9 8 6 4 3
as clearly and as emphatically as
Th-iS WOULD ESE A GOOD TIME TO
•A K 7
possible not to lead a club at trick
THAT'S WHAT
TRY YOUR EXPERIMENT
+6
four, which is what East almost
I THOUGHT
The bidding:
surely would have done without
HOW MAY I
OKAY,G0
East
South West
North the benefit of West's ace of clubs
HELP YOU?
'OUTSIDE TD
3
4 IP
Pass
Pass
play. So East led a third round of
THE DRIVE
/
Pass
THROUGH
spades,and declarer could not stop
SPEAKER
Opening lead — king ofclubs.
West from scoring the setting trick
In bridge, the opportunity for with the king of trumps.
brilliance seldom arises; rather,
What does the hand teach us?
excellence is dependent upon a Most important of all, it demonplayer's consistently making the strates that top-notch defense deright bid or play whenever it is his pends basically on partnership coturn, even in the most mundane operation. West realized, at trick
circumstances.
three, that the only sure way to
Nevertheless, when the occa- beat the contract was to get East to
sion for something special does lead a spade at trick four. West
arise, one should be prepared to therefore chose the extraordinary
f/ONtTORiN(7 INTERNET
CORRECT. HOWEVER 40U
r--THE COMPANY INVADED
ANOTHER,
make a play that might be well
discard of the ace of clubs to try to
USE IS AN INVASION OF
WERE ON COMPANY TIO1E ...I
- ' YOUR PRIVACY...BUT YOU
INTERNET BREAKTHROUGH'. the beaten path lithe situation off
get
so
that message across. East obviPRIVACY, IRVING !!
IN A COMPANY OFFICE...
USED 4,000 Of COMPANY
GUILT CAELLATION.
demands.
ously got the message when he
AT A COMPANY DESK...
1 EQUIPMENT TO ORDER A
Consider this deal where West returned a spade to put the conDRINKNO COMPANY COFFEE...
TUBE Of LIP GLOSS
tiN1fTr'S led the king of clubs, East playing tract down
one.
_ FROM A COMPANY MUG...
FOR
i: I.15iNG A CUYIPAN4 COMPUTER...
LUPJGH 7
Tomorrow: The price is right.
I AND A CO/APANY AD5L LINE ...
02000 King Features Syndicate Inc

Spectacular Defense

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

Co Ft Et E.1TEfl cr VV Co
GRAmPA,iF you LINED OP
ALL 11-1E NICE PEOPLE IN
THE Wont)- AN' ALL-THE
NOT NICE
THE NICE
PEoPLE
LINE,
LINED UP
NEXT TO THEM. •
WHICH LINE
WOULD
BE
LoNGER?

1 — of consent
4 Speed along
8 Grunting
noise to
express
disgust
11 Of
determinable
origin
13 Ms. Peeples
14 Apiece
(abbr.)
15 Alley —
16 Of the
greatest age
18 Five-franc
piece
20 Secret agent
22 Caspian —
23 On the —
(recovering)
25 Drivers' org.
27 Concorcles
30 Request at a
meal
32 Firearms grp
34 — don't say
35 Tantalum
symbol
37 Five-cent
Pieces
40 Note of scale
41 Depot (abbr.)

S

I BELIEVE "THERE IS GOOD
IN EVERyoNE,APRIL SO,
1THOuT °MST,THE
"NICE LINE" WOULD Br
LONGER.

GAFtFIEL_CI

"A MAN HAS \ °IF THE DIMES 1./EIZE QUARTERS
TwENTY COINS
AND THE FOAMS ARE DIMES
C01615T1N6 CC CURS HE WOULD HAVE NINETY CENTS
AND XARTER5 " //ORE NAN HE NM MN ARV ritAN4
WES A/40
COE5 HAvE

HELP!!!
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43 Honest —
44 Nickname of
34th
president
46 Or —
48 DC VIP
50 Slangy
affirmative
53 Taxi
55 Part of
RSVP
57 Genetic
material
58 Capital of
South
Dakota
61 Set
63 Cheese St.
64 Vase
65 Lasting a
brief time
68 Plot of land
69 Designer
Chnstian —
70 Steering pole

District only Carlisle, Murray and
Calloway systems were in operation. All other schools are closed
because of the teacher walkout.
In high school basketball games,
Calloway County Lakers lost to
Trigg County Wildcats and Murray
High Tigers beat Lone Oak Purple
Flash. High team scorers were
Maness for Calloway. Radford for
Trigg, Pat Lamb for Murray and
Ricky Goode for Lone Oak.
Forty years ago
Danny K. Wells, John D. Vance,
Hugh T. Hurt, William N.
McLemore and Felix E. Roberts
have enlisted in the U.S. Army.
They are taking basic training at
Fort Knox and will then attend
school on aircraft maintenance at
Fort Rucker, Ala.
Calloway County Judge WayIon
Rayburn spoke about "Juvenile Delinquency" at a meeting of the Murray Civitan Club.
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Kirby Hosford.
Fifty years ago
The coal situation in Calloway
County is critical Along with the
rest of the country today. In a canvass of coal companies in Murray,
all said they had very low supplies.
Over 100 members of the Murray Chamber of Commerce and
their guests attended the annual
banquet at the Murray Woman's
Club House. Guthrie Crowe of the
Kentucky State Police was the
speaker. Grover Wood James was
toastmaster. Paul Gholson is executive secretary of the local chamber.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 23,
the 54th day of 2000. There are
312 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 23, 1945, during World
War II, U.S. Marines on Iwo Jima
captured Mount Suribachi, where
they raised the American flag.
On this date:
In 1822, Boston was granted a
charter to incorporate as a city.
In 1836, the siege of the Alamo
began in San Antonio, Texas,
In 1847, U.S. troops under General Zachary Taylor defeated Mexican General Santa Anna at the
Battle of Buena Vista in Mexico.
In 1848, the sixth president of
the United States, John Quincy
Adams, died of a stroke at age
80.
In 1861, President-elect Lincoln
arrived secretly in Washington to
take office, an assassination plot
having been foiled in Baltimore.
In 1870, Mississippi was readmitted to the Union.
One year ago: A jury in Jasper,
Texas convicted white supremacist
John William King of murder in
the gruesome dragging death of a
black man, James Byrd Jr.; King
was sentenced to death two days
later. Serbs agreed in principle to
give limited self-rule to majority
ethnic Albanians in Kosovo. thereby temporarily heading off NATO
air strikes, but during their talks
in Rambouillet. France, the two
sides failed to conclude a deal for
ending their yearlong conflict.
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LBL to reopen
refuges March 16
Land Between The Lakes
National Recreation Area will reopen portions of Energy Lake,
Rushing Bay, Duncan Bay, Smith
Bay, Fulton/Honker Bay Refuge and
Long Creek Waterfowl Refuge
March 16.
Portions of some refuges or
other areas may remain closed to
protect nesting eagles.
-These areas are closed Nov. 1
through March 15 as waterfowl
and eagle refuges, and we appreciate public cooperation in protecting these areas for wildlife,"
said Steve Bloemer, LBL wildlife
biologist. "The majority of our
wintering eagles and waterfowl are
usually gone by early to mid-March,

permitting us to reopen the refuges."
Portions of Honker Lake will
open March 16, with the northwest bays remaining closed until
May 16 for nesting geese. Hematite
Lake will also be open March 16
for bank fishing.
Special fishing regulations for
LBL's interior lakes and ponds are
contained in the LBL Angling
Information sheet.
To obtain an information sheet,
stop by any LBL welcome station; contact LBL at 100 Van Morgan Drive, Golden Pond,KY 422119001; or call (270) 924-2065.
Angling information is also available on the LBL Web site at
www.lbl.org.

Fraternity to take part in
alternative spring break
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity at
Murray State University, in order
to make a positive difference in
our nation's communities, is taking part in an alternative spring
break trip.
While many college students will
spend their break on the beach,
20 members of the fraternity will
spend the week of March 10 through
17 working with the Habitat for
Humanity Collegiate Challenge.
While participating in this program, the brothers of the fraternity will be building homes for
underprivileged families in Sioux
Falls, S. D.
FUTURE DOCTOR...In the dramatic play area,
Mariana SpenAlthough the fraternity has many
gler pretends to use touch to check the
forehead of Haley fundraising activities planned to
Tidwell for fever. They are students at the
Calloway County Preschool Center.

Romanowski, wife pose
for Sports Illustrated

Public relations society to
host Professional Dinner
Murray State University's chapter of the Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA)
will be hosting its annual Professionals Dinner March 28.
The dinner, an Italian buffet,
will be held in the Curris Center
Ballroom at 6 p.m. The cost is
$7 for Murray State students and
$10 for professionals.
The purpose of the dinner is
to bring together public relations
majors and area public relations professionals, allowing students first-

hand insight into the public relations field. By meeting and talking with professionals, students gain
a better understanding of the daily
activities and tasks involved in a
public relations career.
Students in PRSSA will pres4
ent a brief program on the chapter's activities and the graduating
seniors.
Reservations for the dinner must
be made by March 24. For more
information or to make reservations, LET ME HELP YOU LEARN...MSU students are shown teachcontact Bob McGaughey, PRSSA ing a lesson on shapes and colors to North Elementary
co-adviser, at (270) 762-6874.
students. They get to come help teach every Wednesday
and Friday for one hour.

DENVER(AP) — Denver Broncos linebacker Bill Romanowski
and his wife are baring some skin
in the new Sports Illustrated swimsuit issue.
The Romanowskis posed together for a one-page spread, which
features the football player barechested and in white football pants,
with his first Broncos Super Bowl
ring prominently displayed on a

Boating test to be offered

Beginning March I. the Ken- marinas, marine dealers and the
tucky Department of Fish and KDFWR. The study booklet covWildlife Resources (KDFWR) will ers points every boater should know.
resume its regular schedule for the
The 50-question test, which covsafe boating test. Anyone ages 12 ers boats and personal watercraft,
through 17 must have safe boat- should take less than an hour to
ing certification to operate a motor- complete. To be certified, a perboat or personal watercraft on Ken- son must achieve 80 percent or
higher on the test.
tucky waterways.
Those who pass the test will
Following the Safe Boating Act
be issued a temporary certificaof 1998, boaters ages 12 through
tion card. A permanent boating
17 must be able to show proof
card will be mailed in four to six
of having been certified as a safe
weeks. Boaters ages 18 and older
boater to operate a boat or perare not required to take the safe
sonal watercraft over 10 horseboating test, but may do so if
power.
they want.
A person may be certified as
The Kentucky Safe Boater Test
a safe boater by passing an approved
is free of charge. For testing dates,
safe boating test. The KDFWR
locations and times n your counoffers testing in every county at
ty, call the Kentucky Department
least once a month.
of Fish and Wildlife Resources
To prepare for the test, boaters toll-free at 1-800-858
-1549. Monshould pick up a copy of -Ken- day-Frida 8
y, a.m.-4:30 p.m. (Easttucky Boating Basics," available ern), or
view the schedule on-line
from county clerks offices, major - ww.state.ky.us/agenc
ies/fw/boattest.htm.

sponsor the evelnt, we still need
help from local communities in
order to raise the $3,500 necessary to participate in the program.
The money covers an entrance fee,
materials for the home and transportation.
Any business, organization or
individual is welcome to make
donations to support Alpha Sigma
Phi's efforts to provide affordable
housing for poverty-stricken people.
These tax-deductible donations
can be made by sending a check
to Alpha Sigma Phi at the following address: Alpha Sigma Phi,
2051 University Station, Murray,
KY 42071.

Fish For Pond Stocking
Delivery Will Be: Friday, March 3
Murray - Southern States
1:45 - 2:45 p.m., Phone 270-753-1423

FAST CASH

To Place An Order Call The Store Above Or Call
1-800-247-2615

Most Loan Decisions in 1 Hour

FARLEY 8 FARLEY FISH FARM

Receive Tax Refund Cash
S300 - S15.000

CASH, ARKANSAS 72421

•Auto/Furniture/Other Purchases
•Consolidation Loans
•Personal Loans •Home Improvement Loans

Weights
Finance

finger. Wife Julie is wearing a silver bikini.
"I'm saving this bikini and showing it to my grandkids when I'm
80 because I trained my fanny off
for this picture," Julie Romanowski said in a photo caption for the
spread. "It was like I was training for my Super Bowl."
The issue goes on sale Wednesday.

Quick Approval Service
Former Bankrupts Welcome

Dixieland Center, Murray
(270) 759-0310

When you get a
plus on your test...

. Pam Dial, Manager • Janeen Puckett, CSR

•

• Free College
Information Night

for adults beginning
or returning to college to
earn an undergraduate degree

See
FIND OUT ABOUT:

Ronnie
Melvin
NEW YORK (AP) — Despite
being pregnant, Catherine ZetaJones will still be able to work
on a new film.
After finding out she was pregnant, Michael Douglas' fiancee had
to drop out of Oliver Stone's movie
"Beyond Borders," in which she
was to play a war-zone relief worker who has an affair with a doctor played by Kevin Costner.
But director Steven Soderbergh
has figured out a way to keep the
mother-to-be working — have her
character be pregnant, the New York
Daily News reported Monday. ZetaJones is now due to co-star with
Harrispn Ford in the drug-war
drama "Traffic," which has not
yet started filming, the paper said.

Careers
Financial Aid
Admission Procedures
Campus Resources to Help Students
Evening & Weekend Degrees

For All
Your
Tire

NW know that when your test comes back positive it is the
most memorable time of your life. At New Beginnings, wv
caii make it inon n kitiorable by pnMdiiig a warm, niaxiilg
bed and breakfast atmosphere combined Nvith the security of
st ate-of-t te-art beak I ware facilit ies and caring staff.
Sc, when you an making your plans, let New Beginnings
1 ielp yOU 11 lake your men tones the best tliey can be.

Wednesday, March 8,2000••6-9 p.m.
Murray State University
Curris Center, Ohio Room

Needs.

Call 1-800-669-7654 or 762-2392 by March 7 to register.

At Jackson Purchase Medical Center
ExceptionalJust off the Purchase Park-way at Exit 24 • 1-X00-251-1099

WIGGINS FURNITURE
2 miles Nharth of Murray ors 641
four lane
I-lours 9 a_m..-5
9 a.m.-4 pm.. Sat_
"VI/here C?c.Jality If:Pc:Pest"'t Carry A
1-figli7 Price"

Win A Recliner From Us FREE!
li
p One of our customers will
win this recliner from us. It
could be you! Just fill out
this handy registration
form & bring it in today!
Retail value S.399
Actual chair

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

may not be exactly as
ptctured
See store tor deta.I

ZIP CODE

PHONE NUMBER
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

ALL SALES CASH or 12.24.36 Month Financing or 90 DAYS
CASH on CONTRACT

Feb. 24, 25, 26,
28 & 29
5 DAYS ONLY
Prices To Low
To Advertise!
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Simplify With Del Monte Diced Tomatoes Casual Friday One-Disekeals
herb and how much to use.
They are virtually fat free: DEL MONTE
Diced Tomatoes offer a low-fat way to
provide lots of flavor to recipes.
They are available year round: Keep a
supply of each flavor of DEL MONTE
Diced Tomatoes in your pantry along
with other staples, such as pastas, rice and
canned soups to make delicious, wholesome meals for your family without having to stop at the store on the way home
after a busy day.

AFTER a hectic work week, the last thing
we want to do is spend a lot of time in the
kitchen preparing dinner. Friday evening
for families is for relaxation, fun and
catching up with events of the week.
One-dish meals that take 15
minutes or less to make are ideal. Here
are 3 dishes that feature DEL MONTE
Diced Tomatoes. Pre-cut and pre-seasoned, DEL MONTE Diced Tomatoes are
made with FreshCut tomatoes offering
great flavor, convenience and versatility
to favorite everyday dishes.
They are available in Regular;
Seasoned with Garlic & Onion; Basil,
Garlic & Oregano; Green Pepper &
Onion; and No Salt Added. Also, available this spring are new Zesty! Diced
Tomatoes Seasoned with Mild Green
Chiles and Diced Tomatoes Seasoned
with JalapeQo Peppers.
They taste great: DEL MONTE Diced
Tomatoes are made are packed within 24
hours of harvesting — thus, locking in
fresh flavor and nutrients. They are seasoned with popular herbs, vegetables and
seasonings and ready to add to favorite
recipes.
-more-

QUICK TOMATO BEEF
1 pound lean ground beef
1 can (14-1/2 oz.) DEL MONTE Diced
Tomatoes with Green Pepper & Onion
1/8 teaspoon cayenne pepper
1 can (14-1/2 oz.) DEL MONTE Sliced
New potatoes, drained
1 cup shredded Monterey Jack or cheddar
cheese

Prep & cook time: 15 minutes
Serves: 4

Quick ChickEN Chili

WIGGINS
FURNITURE

Tecipes
q04 tA.CCCSS

Hwy. 641 North - 4 Lane • 753-4566
Hours 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Sat.
"Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price"

5 DAYS ONLY

-Why pay more
& get less..NEW HOME
Machines come with a 2.5
year warranty!! Over 90
machines in stock hut at
these prices they won 'l
last long!"

L7-7,BERKLINE®
200/a
orr

Stop by and look
ore,- our full line of quilting
machines & quilting cloth,
batting and supplie..:

20%
OFF
Sale Price
Storewide

Sale Price
Storewide
could be you' Just fill out I
this handy registration
formA bring it in today,

Feb. 24, 25, 26,'
28 & 29
si
5 DAYS ONLY
Prices To Low
To Advertise!

Ooly1

Prep & cook time: 15 minutes
Serves: 4

QUICK CHICKEN CHILI
3 skinless, boneless chicken breast
halves, diced
1 tablespoon oil
I can (14-1/2 oz.) DEL MONTE Diced
Tomatoes with Garlic & Onion
1 tablespoon chili powder
I can (15 oz.) kidney beans, drained
I can (15-1/4 oz.) DEL MONTE Whole
Kernel Golden Sweet Corn, drained
Shredded pepper jack cheese, diced avocado and chopped cilantro, optional
Brown chicken in oil in medium
saucepan. Add tomatoes and chili powder; cook over medium heat until chicken
is done, about 5 minutes. Add remaining
ingredients and simmer 5 minutes. Serve
with shredded cheese, avocado and
cilantro, if desired.

Casual Friday One-Dish Meals - 2
They are convenient: DEL MONTE
Diced Tomatoes are convenient and super
easy to use. They're pre-cut and pre-seasoned taking the guesswork out of which

10% Off
Oa All Bouts,
For S Day Sala

Brown meat in skillet; drain. Add tomatoes and cayenne pepper to skillet. Cook
5-8 minutes or until slightly thickened,
stirring often. Stir in potatoes; heat
through. Top with cheese; heat until
melted.

Retail value 5.399
Actual chair may not be I
exactly as pictured I
See store for detail

Feb. 24, 25, 26,
28 & 29
5 DAYS ONLY
Must Make

Room Now!
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Dinner's Ready In 30 Minutes With Del Monte Diced Tomatoes
QUICK AND EASY recipes are here to
stay! Busy consumers want delicious,
wholesome meals that come together
with ,little effort and time. We rely on
convenience products that have proliferated over the years, such as canned soups,
packaged seasoning mixes, instant
mashed potato flakes, pre-washed salad
greens and canned seasoned tomatoes.
Del Monte Foods has kept up
with today's consumer need for wholesome products that are user friendly.
DEL MONTE Diced Tomatoes are precut and pre-seasoned, ready to add to
recipes to make them quick, easy and flavorful.
DEL MONTE Diced Tomatoes
are staples to keep on hand. They are
available in Regular; Seasoned with
Garlic & Onion; Basil. Garlic &
Oregano; Green Pepper & Onion; and
NO Salt Added. Also, available this
spring are new Zesty! Diced Tomatoes
Seasoned with Mild Green Chiles and
Diced Tomatoes Seasoned with Jalapebo
Peppers.
They taste great: DEL MONTE Diem
Tomatoes are made with FreshCut tomatoes, packed within 24 hours of harvesting. This locks in fresh flavor and nutrients. Seasoned with popular herbs, vegetables and seasonings, they are ready to
add to favorite recipes.
They are convenient: DEL MONTE

Diced Tomatoes are convenient and super
easy to use. They're pre-cut and pre-seasoned taking the guesswork out of which
herb and how much to use.
They are virtually fat free: DEL MONTE
Diced Tomatoes offer a low-fat way to
provide lots of flavor to recipes.
They are available year round: Keep a
supply of each flavor of DEL MONTE
Diced Tomatoes in your pantry along
with other staples, such as pastas, rice and
canned soups to make getting dinner on
the table a real breeze.
CHICKEN GARDEN SAUT...

SAVORY TOMATO PASTA BAKE
6 ounces uncooked corkscrew or other
tube pasta
I pound lean ground beef
1 can (14-1/2 oz.) DEL MONTE Diced
Tomatoes with Green Pepper & Onion
I can (10-3/4 fl. oz.) condensed cream of
mushroom soup
1-1/2 cups shredded mozzarella cheese
Cook pasta according to package direc-

tions. Brown meat in skillet; drain.
Combine meat with pasta, tomatoes and
oushroom soup. Place in greased 11x7inch baking dish. Cover and bake in preheated 400° for 20 minutes. Uncover;
top with cheese. Bake 2 minutes longer
or until cheese is melted.
Prep time: 8 minutes
Cook time: 22 minutes
Serves: 4-6

4 boneless, skinless chicken breast halves
1 tablespoon olive oil
1/2 teaspoon rosemary, crushed
Salt and pepper, optional
I can (14-1/2 oz.) DEL MONTE Diced
Tomatoes with Basil, Garlic & Oregano
1 green pepper, cut in thin strips
1 large carrot, cut in 3-inch julienne strips
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Brown chicken in oil in skillet. Sprinkle
with rosemary; salt and pepper to taste, if
desired. Add remaining ingredients;
bring to boil. Cover and cook 3 minutes
over medium heat. Uncover, cook over
medium-high heat 5 minutes or until
thickened.
Prep time: 10 minutes
Cook time: 15 minutes
Serves: 4
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GhiCkEN GARdEN SAUTE

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
INC.
Charles Reed
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Come in and let us help you add some
new touches to your home or office.
We're excited about our
new spring merchandise and think
you will be too!
Come in and see!

Dennis Woods

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
PLUMBING AND ELECTRICAL
SALES AND SERVICE
We will service any appliance

Ball
Vent-Free Gas Fireplace Products &
Vent-Free Gas Heaters

Mollimports
University Plaza • Chestnut St.• Murray, KY
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-5

Stop by our booth at the Taste of
Home Cooking School February
24th and see our selection of
Panasonic Vacuums!
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Favorite Recipes of1999 Selected By Fleischmann's Yeast Home Economists

it

AFTER much consideration, the home
economists at FLEISCHMANN'S Yeast
have decided on "Festive Focaccia" and
"Chocolate Chocolate Crescents" as their
two favorite recipes of last year.
"Festive Focaccia" was originally created as a bread machine recipe by
Deby O'Gorman of Alta Loma,
California. "Festive Focaccia" is a 1998
Los Angeles County Fair award winner.
Fleischmann's Yeast realizes that not
everyone uses a bread machine, so a second version of Deby O'Gorman's awardwinning recipe has been converted by the
staff at FLEISCHM ANN'S Yeast for traditional bakers.
"Chocolate
Chocolate
Crescents" are a rich and chocolaty crescent roll with a creamy chocolate center
baked right in. Chocolate times two!. The
mouth-watering aroma alone is reason
enough to bake these tasty treats, but the
flavor will make "Chocolate Chocolate
Crescents" a tradition in your family for
years to come.
Fleischmann's Yeast was founded in 1868 when Charles and
Maximillian Fleischmann arrived in the
United States from their native AustriaHungary. Discouraged by the quality of
bread available, they introduced a commercial yeast product with a remarkable
leavening power.
With more than three-fourths of
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all U.S. consumers purchasing FLEISCHMANN'S Yeast over other brands, the
company' has a complete line of yeast
products including Fresh Active Yeast,
Active Dry Yeast, RapidRise Yeast,
Bread Machine Yeast and a line of Bread
Machine Mixes. FLEISCHMANN'S
Yeast also has a toll-free line for those
who need immediate assistance, 1-800777-4959 and a Web site, www.breadworld.com, that is bursting with hints and
recipes for both the oven and bread
machine.
FESTIVE
FOCACCIA-BREAD
MACHINE VERSION
I cup + 3 tablespoons water
1 tablespoon olive oil
1 teaspoon salt
3 cups bread flour
1-1/2 teaspoons FLEISCHMANN'S
Bread Machine Yeast
2 teaspoons chopped fresh rosemary
TOPPING:
3 tablespoons olive oil
2 tablespoons fresh rosemary
Coarse salt
Add water, oil, salt, flour, yeast and rosemary to bread machine pan in the order
suggested by manufacturer.
Select
dough/manual cycle. When cycle is complete, remove dough from machine to a
lightly floured surface. Cover; let rest 5
minutes. If necessary, knead in enough

Urn
ihefte
tab.

41,

flour to make dough easy to handle.
Form dough into smooth ball. Roll to 12inch round; place on 12-inch pizza pan
that has been lightly greased with olive
oil. Poke dough randomly with fingertips
to form dimples. Brush top with olive
oil; sprinkle with rosemary and salt to
taste. Cover; let rise in warm, draft-free
place until almost doubled in size, about
30 minutes. Bake at.425', for 20-25 minutes or until done. Serve with olive oil

and freshly ground coarse black pepper, if
desired.
Serves: 12
Calories: 165
Total fat: 5 g
Saturated fat: .7 g
Cholesterol: 0 mg
Sodium: 770 mg
Carbohydrates: 25 g
Dietary Fiber: .9 g
Protein: 4 g

FESTIVE FOCACCIA-BREAd MAChINE VERSION
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Fresh & Silk Flower
Arrangements
For All Occasions
•BIRTHDAYS
•FUNERALS
•WEDDINGS
• HOSPITAL

•SPECIAL
•HOLIDAYS
• PROMS

Balloon Bouquets • Custom Designs • Fragrant Candles • Unique Gifts

Featuring A
Wide Variety
Of Table Lamps,
Hanging Lamps,
Floor Lamps,
Mirrors & Pictures.

WE REPAIR
LAMPS

Many styles, sizes and
colors to selectfrom.

1365 LUISA LANE • MAYFIELD, KY 42066
270-247-4244

STRAWBERRY BREAD
3 cups flour
2 cups sugar
1 tsp. soda
1 tsp. salt
1 This. cinnamon
Mix all five ingredients in large bowl. Add:3
well beaten eggs, 1-1/4 cup oil, 2(10 oz.) packs
frozen strawberries, drained, 1 cup nuts. Mix
well with spoon (not mixer). Bake at 325 for 1
hour. Makes 1 large loaf or 2 small loaves

A OfristiAn
'Retirement COormunicy
463

C.lendale Rond, Murrny, la 12071
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Better Baking Begins With Bertolli Extra Light Olive Oil
FOR CENTURIES, Italian women baked
breads and desserts with olive oil.
Bertolli adapted this custom to the
American market with the introduction of
Extra Light Olive Oil, a product developed especially for the American palate.
Extra Light does not mean light in calories. Like all pourable oils, Extra Light
has 120 calories per tablespoon. It has
been filtered to remove any odor and
strong taste and is perfect for baking a
variety of desserts, including cakes,
cookies, biscuits and muffins.
BERTOLLI Extra Light Olive Oil is
mild and pure, with only a hint of olive
flavor.
Using BERTOLLI Olive Oil containing
77% monounsaturated fat reduces cholesterol and saturated fat content in baked
goods when substituted for butter.
Olive oil, already soluble, does not need
melting and saves a step in the baking
process.
Olive oil contains Vitamin E, which sustains freshness and acts as an emulsifier,
resulting in smoother and moister cakes.
It is an ideal substitute for polyunsaturated oils like corn or safflower oil and
unlike blended oils, BERTOLLI Extra
Light is 100% pure olive oil.

Baking Recipe Conversion Chart
Butter/Margarine
BERTOLLI Extra Light Olive Oil
1 teaspoon
3/4 teaspoon
1 tablespoon
2-1/4 teaspoon
2 tablespoon
1-1/2 tablespoon
1/4 cup
3 tablespoons
1/3 cup
1/4 cup
1/2 cup
'1/4 cup + 2 tablespoons
2/3 cups
1/2 cup
3/4 cup
1/2 cup + 1 tablespoon
1 cup
3/4 cup
ZUCCHINI CAKE

1-1/2 cups golden raisins
1 cup chopped walnuts
3 large eggs
2 teaspoons vanilla
1 cup BERTOLLI Extra Light Olive Oil
In a large bowl,combine flour, sugar, cinnamon, salt, baking powder, baking soda,
zucchini, raisins and nuts. In another
bowl, beat the eggs, vanilla and olive oil.
Pour over flour mixture; stir until thoroughly mixed. Pour batter into 12
greased individual Bundt molds`to_2L3full. Bake at .350° for 30-35 minutes or
until toothpick comes out clean. Or, pour
batter into two 9 x 5-inch loaf pans; bake
at 350..0 for 1 hour and 20 minutes.
Remove from pan and cool on wire rack.
ALMOND BAKED PEARS
2 teaspoons plus 1 tablespoon BERTOLLI Extra Light Olive Oil
5 Bosc pears, washed, halved lengthwise,

core scooped out
2 tablespoons all-purpose flour
2 tablespoons packed light brown sugar
One pinch ground nutmeg
1 tablespoon sliced almonds with skin
1/2 cup plain non-fat yogurt, stirred until
smooth (optional)
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Preheat oven to 350° . Coat a 13 x 9-inch
shallow baking dish with the 2 teaspoons
of olive oil. Arrange pears; cut side
down, in baking dish and bake 25 minutes. Meanwhile combine the flour,
brown sugar and nutmeg in a bowl; drizzle with remaining olive oil and blend
with fork or fingertips until crumbly.
Add the almonds. Turn the baked pears
cut side up. Sprinkle with almond mixture. Return to the oven and bake until
the pears are tender and crumbs are
browned, about 20 minutes. Serve with
plain non-fat yogurt, if desired.
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Serves: 4

3 cups flour
1-1/2 cups sugar
2 teaspoons ground cinnamon
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon baking soda
3 cups shredded, unpeeled zucchini
1-1/2 cups dark raisins
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Bertolli Olive Oil Adds Flair To Mediterranean Grill Recipes
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LEAVE the hot dogs and hamburgers at
the ballpark, and spice up your summer
grilling with Mediterranean flair! Now,
more than ever," it is easier to incorporate
the healthful Mediterranean diet, with its
robust flavors, into the American
lifestyle.
Grilling during the summer
months provides the perfect opportunity
to experience the Mediterranean lifestyle,
centered on sharing relaxing meals with
family and friends, making every meal a
celebration.
The Mediterranean lifestyle is a
melange of cultures and cuisines. Its diet
is characterized by large quantities of

fruits and vegetables, pasta, bread, rice
and olive oil which is high in monounsaturated fat. For centuries people of the
Mediterranean have enjoyed healthful
food ingredients of the region. They have
known instinctually that diet, combined
with the tradition of enjoying long relaxing meals, contributes to lower stress levels, lower incidence of heart disease and
longer lives.
As you head to the grill, look to
influences from abroad such as olive oil,
yogurt and strong Italian cheeses for
sauces and marinades, adding variation to
the unique seasonings of our own coun-
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try. Almost all Mediterranean cuisine
shares an emphasis on fresh produce,
grains, fruits and spices. Fish and shellfish, easily prepared on the grill, are
always abundant. Meals uniformly start
with appetizers such as tomato bruschetta. The main course in the traditional
Mediterranean meal is either fish or poultry, basted in robust extra virgin olive oil
and accompanied by a grain, such as ,
pasta. Finishing a Mediterranean meal is
as elemental as the lifestyle. With a cup
of Italian espresso, dessert can be as simple as seasonal fresh fruit.
Enjoy this season with family
and friends. Light up the grill and bring
the pleasure of eating - and the great taste
and feel of the Mediterranean - to your
own backyard.
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GRILLED SHRIMP AND VEGETABLE
KABOBS
WITH TOMATO BASIL LINGUINE
3 cloves garlic, minced
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon ground bay leaves
1/4 teaspoon ground cloves
1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper
1/4 teaspoon crushed red pepper flakes
(optional)
1/2 cup BERTOLLI Extra Virgin Olive
!,
Oil
1-1/2 pounds medium shrimp, peeled and

deveined
1 medium yellow bell pepper cut into 1 inch cubes
1 medium red bell pepper cut into 1 -inch
cubes
1-2 medium zucchini, sliced I/4-inch
thick
Salt and pepper to taste
1 (12 oz.) package tomato basil linguine
2 tablespoons BERTOLLI Extra Virgin
Olive Oil
Combine garlic, salt, bay leaves, cloves,
cayenne pepper and red pepper flakes in
medium bowl. Stir in 1/2 cup olive oil
and shrimp; cover and refrigerate for 2-3
hours. Thread four skewers with shrimp,
peppers and zucchini. Brush any remaining marinade over the shrimp skewers
and season with salt and pepper.
Cook linguine according to package
directions; drain. Toss with 2 tablespoons
olive oil.
Grill the kabobs over medium-high heat
for 2 to 2-1/2 minutes per side or until
grill marks appear and shrimp are firm.
Keep warm. Remove shrimp and vegetables from skewers. Serve over linguine.
Note: If using bamboo skewers, soak in
cold water for 1 hour prior to grilling to
prevent them from burning.
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Campbell's Cream OfChicken Eases A Hectic Lifestyle

Ce

Taste Of Home Cooking School

FOR MOST PARENTS, the daily tug-ofwar between careers ahd 'children is
growing at a steady rate. According to
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, in
1997, 78 percent of women with children
6 to 17 years old were working mothers.
Most parents do not want to
spend much time in the kitchen when
they have to juggle after-school activities
and homework, which puts culinary creativity to a test.
If you are one of more than 70
percent of Americans who do not have
time to think about what you are having
for dinner by 4 p.m., visit the Campbell
Soup Company Web site at www.campbellsoup.com and register for Campbell's
new Meal-Mail service - a recipe e-mail
service that delivers family-pleasing dinner ideas right to your home or office
computer. Just around the time you start
wondering what you will make for dinner, a quick'meal solution will be delivered by 4 Iwo each day, or on a weekly
bask, ctiurtesy of Campbell's.
"Campbelys 15-Minute Chicken
& Rice Dinner"; one of the thbusands of
recipes from the Campbell's on-line database, requires minimal preparation and
will get you out of the kitchen with time
to relax. .This easy-tO prepare, one-dish

recipe calls for just four main ingredients
chicken, CAMPBELL'S Condensed
Cream of Chicken Soup, instant rice and
broccoli flowerets. It is perfectly suited
for those who want a satisfying meal at
home but have little time to prepare it.
7

CAMPBELL'S 15 MINUTE CHICKEN
& RICE

In medium skillet over medium-high
heat, heat oil. Add chicken and cook 8
minutes or until browned, turning once.
Set chicken aside. Pour off fat. Add
soup, water, paprika and pepper. Heat to
a boil. Stir in rice and broccoli. Place
chicken on rice mixture. Season chicken

with additional paprika and pepper.
Reduce heat to low. Cover and cook 5
minutes or until chicken is no longer
pink.
Serves: 4

1 tablespoon vegetable oil
4 skinless boneless chicken breast halves
(about I lb.)
I can (10-3/4 oz.) CAMPBELL'S
Condensed Cream of Chicken Soup or
98% Fat Free Cream of Chicken Soup*
I-1/2 cups water**
1/4 teaspoon paprika
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1-1/2 cups uncooked instant rice
2 cups fresh or frozen broccoli flowerets
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*15 Minute Chicken & Mushroom Rice
'Dinner:
Substitute- I can (10-3/4)
CAMPBELL'S Condensed Cream of
Mushroom Soup or 989k Fat Free Cream
of. Mushroom Soup for the Cream of
Chicken Soup.
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**For creamier rice, increase water to 12/3 cups

1
'Bulk Foods In Convenient Size Packages
•Health and Diet Foods (sugarfree - gluten free organic) • Dried Fruits el Nuts•Spices
• Amish Cheese & Butter • Whole Grains & Flours
• Herbs & Vitamins • Handcrafted Gifts
• Gazebos • Lawn Furniture

Visit our booth
at the Taste of
Home Cooking
Show!
•

Der Dutch Merchant
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Hwy. 121 N.• Murray •(Next to Dutch Essenhaus)
Ph:(270) 767-0486 • Fax:(270) 753-7993
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• Mirrors • Silk Plants • Trees
• Sculptures • Photo Frames
• Limited Edition Poster Art & Originals
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"Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"
301 North 12th • University Square • Murray
Mon.-Fri. 9-5; Sat. 9-4 • 759-1019
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Celebrate Holidays With Luscious Desserts Made With Nestle Toll House Morsels
HOLIDAYS and traditional celebrations
give us reason to break away from our
daily routines and share good times with
loved ones. A key part of the festivities is
always the food prepared with care in
honor of the occasion: Delight friends
and family with luscious alternatives to
traditional holiday favorites. Decorate
your table with mouth-watering desserts
like "Chocolate Amaretto Bars" and
"Fruit Filled Chocolate Morsel Meringue
Nests" from the Nestle Toll House
Kitchens. For more great recipes from
Nestle Toll House visit our Web site at
www.tollhouse.com.

CREAM CHEESE STUFFED PEARS

PEARS:
2 cans (29 oz. each) pear halves in juice,
drained
2 packages (3 oz. each) cream cheese,
softened
4 teaspoons granulated sugar
CHOCOLATE SAUCE:
1-1/2 cups (12 fl. oz. can) evaporated
milk
2 cups(12 oz. package) NESTLE TOLL

HOUSE Semi-Sweet Chocolate Morsels
2 tablespoons granulated sugar
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
1/8 teaspoon salt
Bottled raspberry sauce or syrup (optional)
Place pear halves, cut side down, on
paper towels. Combine cream cheese and
sugar in small bowl until smooth. Match
pear halves by size. Spread about 1
rounded tablespoon cream cheese mixture on cut side of pear half; press cut side
of second pear half into cream cheese.
Repeat with remaining pears. Cover:
refrigerate for 15 minutes.
Heat evaporated milk.to boiling in medium, heavy-duty saucepan. Stir in
morsels. Cook, stirring constantly, until
mixture is slightly thickened and smooth.
Remove frOm heat; stir in sugar, vanilla
extract and salt.
Place pears in pool of raspberry sauce;
drizzle with Chocolate Sauce.
Serves: 6-8
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• Separate Workout Area For Women
• "Body Pump" - Muscle Toning Class
• "Free" Individualized Personal Fitness Program
• Fun On-Site Child Care (For Me!)• "Expect Success" Weight
Loss Class • Youth Strength Training Program & A Lot More!
808 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY •(270) 759-9622

Build Your
Dreams!
Our home equity line of credit and
low-interest mortgages have never
bun so affordable.

Now is the time to make your dreams come true. Come see us, and then you'll be
able to raise the roof, redo your kitchen, or build your dream home.
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HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL
SAVINGS BANK
608 MAIN STREET • 753-7921
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Sargento Salad Creations Convenient Cheese Blends For Signature Salads
SETTING a trend in 'cheese marketing,
Sargento Foods, Inc. introduces a new
and innovative
line - Salad Creations - its biggest product
launch in six—Sears, complementing one
of the fastest-growing categories in
supermarket food-bagged salads.
SARGENTO offers three varieties of Salad Creations - Taco Salad,
Chef Salad and Caesar
Salad - designed to appeal specifically to
cheese lovers who enjoy salads. Salad
Creations make salad consumption tastier
and more fun.
Designed with unprecedented
input from shredded cheese consumers,
Salad Creations feature unique cheese
shapes and flavor blends never before
available to consumers and not easily
duplicated at home. Consumers actually
"designed" the Salad Creations product
line (including cheese flavors, blends and
shapes: product names and package
graphics) through multi-market research
studies.
are perfect y de:igned for convenienceminded consumers who want to be able to
prepare a healthy salad fast and with
added cheese flavors that appeal to the
entire family."
Sargento, noted for its innovations in the industry, is a national marketer of a full line of shredded, snack and
specialty cheeses and ethnic sauces.

Taco Salad blend brings together Diced Pepper Jack & shredded
Cheddar cheeses in an 8-ounce package
to make a great tasting, fresh taco salad
easier than ever. The Chef Salad variety
combines diced and shredded Monterey
Jack and Cheddar cheeses in an 8-ounce
package for an exciting, new salad sensation. Caesar Salad combination is a blend
of shredded Mozzarella, Parmesan &
Romano cheeses in a6-ounce package for
a classic salad flavor.
SARGENTO Salad Creations
packaging incorporates unique colors and
graphics and also carries a unifying lime
green package top to make it easier to
spot in the shredded cheese section. The
distinctive packages were designed to fit
the personality of the popular bagged salads found in produce departments.
The prepared salads category
has grown dramatically in response to the
convenience-driven consumer's desire
for healthy, flavorful meals. Sales of
bagged salad are up 33 percent over a
year ago and household penetration grew
from 2.9 percent in 1992 to 23 percent in
1997. Salads are the third highesiuse of
shredded cheese (behind Mexican and
Italian foods).
SARGENTO is supporting the
launch of Salad Creations with extensive,
national consumer support. Consumers
are being made aware of the uniquely
shaped product line and encouraged to try

Salad Creations during the summer salad
season.
"The new SARGENTO Salad
Creations are expected to appeal to consumers who would use shredded cheese
on salads more often if salad-specific
cheese were easily available," says Brad
Flatoff, director of new product development for Sargento. "Our research shows
us that consumers are eager to try this
innovative product line to make salads at
home more unique and flavorful.
"What's really unique about
SARGENTO Salad Creations is the blend
of cheese varieties and distinctive shapes
that are not easily duplicated in the home
kitchen," Flatoff added. "The products
CLASSIC CHEF'S SALAD
1/4 pound thick deli smoked cooked or
honey baked ham
1/4 pound thick deli oven roasted turkey
breast
6 cups torn mixed salad greens or 1 pack-

age(10 oz.) torn assorted salad greens
2 hard-cooked eggs, peeled and cut into
wedges
I large ripe tomato, cut into wedges
1/2 cup croutons (optional)
1/4 cup crumbled crisply cooked bacon
(optional)
1 small cucumber, sliced (optional)
1 cup mushrooms, sliced (optional)
1-1/2 cups (6 oz.) SARGENTO Salad
Creations Diced & Shredded Monterey
Jack & Cheddar Cheeses
1/2 cup prepared Thousand Island or
French salad dressing
Cut ham and turkey into 1/4-inch strips.
Place salad greens on four plates.
Arrange ham, turkey, eggs, tomatoes,
croutons, bacon, cucumber and mushrooms over salad greens. Top with
cheese. Serve with choice of dressing.
Prep time: 20 minutes
Serves: 4

fli.cd-hAvay 68 TV ezt-r 1 -24, Ex.i.t 16
502-898-7301
1-800-599-USEW (8739)
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305 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY
753-0000
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Tyson Foods Tackles The Challenge Dinner...Minutes To The Table

You're not alone. Most cooks
are looking for quick and easy meals that
they can prepare at home without a lot of
planning or clean up.
Chicken offers a multitude of
quick meals that will make your life simpler and put a smile on your family's
face. No matter what your flavor preference, the type of chicken you like or
method of cooking, chicken can satisfy
"what's for dinner?"

iI

Dinner is only minutes to the
table! TYSON Fresh Chicken can be
used in soups, salads and appetizers as
well as main dishes. Chicken is a healthy
choice and Tyson offers a variety of cuts
such as boneless skinless breasts, legs or
thighs. There's even chicken enhanced
with seasonings or chicken brOth for a
meal that cooks up tender, juicy and flavorful every time! Try TYSON Fresh
Ground Chicken for more simple recipes
your family will love! You know how
easy and versatile ground beef is...now
Tyson offers an alternative that is healthy
and delicious! Whether your family likes
chili, tacos, spaghetti and meatballs or
meatloaf, they will love the flavor when
it's made with TYSON Fresh Ground
Chicken.
There's a chicken dish that
cooks up in less than 30 minutes for every
meal and every occasion. In addition to
providing the highest quality fresh chicken and delicious meal ideas, Tyson Foods
is committed to providing you with information to help you serve food to your
family that's as wholesome as it can be.
That's why they've introduced "Cooking
Smart", a program designed to provide
information on proper handling and storage of fresh chicken. You'll see Cooking
Smart tips and the easy-to-remember
3C's logo on everything from packaging,
to recipes, to their Web site.
The 3C's stand for "Chill,"
"Clean" and "Cook"

"Cooking Smart" for your family can be fun and easy. Visit Tyson's web
site at www.tyson.com for information on
storing and handling fresh chicken, cooking temperatures, special event planning
and more. And, try serving one of these
tempting recipes to you family tonight.
In addition to being quick, they are
wholesome and delicious.
EASY CHICKEN NACHOS SUPREME
1 package (1 lb.)TYSON Fresh Ground
Chicken
1/4 cup chopped onion
2 cloves garlic, minced
1 tablespoon chili powder
1-1/2 teaspoons ground cumin
4 ounces tortilla chips, divided
2 cups (10 oz.) shredded Colby-Jack
cheese, divided
1/4 cup sliced ripe olives, divided
3 tablespoons diced green chilies, divided
Chopped tomato, sour cream, salsa and
guacamole, optional
PREP: Preheat oven to 350'
COOK: In medium nonstick .skillet,
combine chicken, onion, garlic, chili
powder and cumin. Cook ovei iediumhigh heat 6-8 minutes or until chicken is
no longer pink, stirring frequently. Spray
pizza pan or cookie sheet lightly with
nonstick cooking spray. Layer half of
chips, 1/2 cup cheese and half each of
chicken mixture, olives and green chilies.
Repeat layers. Top with remaining 1-1/2
cups cheese. Bake at 350° for 15-20
minutes or until hot and cheese melts
completely.
SERVE: If desired, top with chopped
tomato and serve with sour cream, salsa
and guacamole.
CHILL: Refrigerate leftovers immediately

EASy ChiCkEN NAChOS SUpREME
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We extend a special invitation to you for a
free wedding consultation
to help plan your special day.
Fresh & Silk Flowers • Wedding Equipment
Flatware - Stemware - China
Stoneware - Crystal

Per serving:
Calories: ,396
Calories Om fat: 249
Total fat: 27.7 g
Protein: 25 g
Carbohydrates: 15 g
Cholesterol: 95 mg
Sodium: 585 mg
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YOU WANT to cook for your family, but
you arrive home at 6 p.m., everyone is
hungry and you are looking for a simple
way out of the dinner dilemma.

25% - 75010 OFF
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Southside Manor ShoppioL
805 South 12th Street
Murray. KY • 753-0300
Mon.-Sat.9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
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Need A New Roof?
"Quality that will last the test of time!"
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It has been our goal to provide Murray and Calloway County with the finest roofing
materials and installation available. Thanks to you, our many satisfied customers,
we reach that goal every day.
We look forward to continuing this tradition of excellence throughout the new millennium.

Stop by & look at the new & improved architectural design in shingles for the new year.

Call

753 5976
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404 Industrial Rd.• Murray KY • Robert Swift• President
email: swittrfg@apex.net

